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ChapterI:
On the evening
daughter

(hereinafter

of March

referred

Introduction

28, 1994, DeWitt

to as Infant)

CenterWestinCheyenne[Wyoming].
the situation

as critical,

immediate
hospital,

Infant

Medical

was limp

would

evidence

protniding

stare.

was diagnosed

where

Infant

was placed

from

Medical

neither

as being in a condition

a few days without

upon admissionto

the

cry nor move;

her ribs, arms, legs, and pelvis;

she immediately
in foster

room of United

die within

revealedthat

causedfromreceivinginadequatecalories.
week,

likely

and so weak she could

were grossly
Infant

to the emergency

old

Theemergencyroomphysicianrecognized

in that the Infant

treatment...

took her eight-month

her bones

and she had a blank

of substantial

malnutrition

Infantremainedinthehospitalfora

improved
care DeWitt

and began gaining

weight.

vs. The State of Wyoming

Upon

release,

(1996,

p. 2, 5).

Overview
Childmaltreatmentisnotanewphenomenon.
substantiated
1996)

with

reports

maltreatment

in the United

4 out of 5 cases going unreported

an estimated
neglect.

of child

Eachyearthereareoveronemillion

5 to 6 million

Children

Theirfornnalized

or l in 10 children

are vulnerable
rights

(Nazario,

and unable

States (Zigler,
1988).

Which

who have suffered
to defend

have been slow to evolve,

from

themselves

Kagan,

means that there are
damaging

against

and their protection

& Hall,

abuse or

abuse or neglect.

and basic safety are

not guaranteed.
In 1875 Mary

Ellen

that came to the attention
abused and neglected

Connolly

was one of the first cases of severe child

of the public

by her foster

and the court system

mother.

Yet, for Mary

protectherorsewicestointerveneonherbehalf.
Cruelty
fatality.
United
Battered

to Animals

and animal

Ellen,

1990).

She was

there were no laws to

RathertheSocietyforthePreventionof

protection

laws were invoked

to save Mary

Ellen

from

Almostacenturylaterformalizedprotectiveservicesforchildmaltreatmentinthe
States came aboutin
Child

Syndrome"

Withinfouryears,

all fifty

reporting

(Watkins,

maltreatment

laws (Besharov

a reactionary
(Kempe,

response

Silverman,

states developed
& Laumann,

to a 1%2

Steele, Droegernuller,

preliminary

1996;

medical

Sagatun

mandatory
& Edwards,

journal

article, "The

& Sliver,

1%2).

child maltreatment
1995).

2
Legislation
abuse portrayed
attention

is often dominated

in the media

of law makers

tell graphic,

and concerned

and has equally

damaging

Services,

Sedlak

1996;

by reactionary

long-term

and specific stories, thus capturing the

horrific

However, child neglect is more prevalent

citizens.

children(Minnesota Department of Human

effectsfor

1996; Wattenberg & Boisen, 1995). An umbrella

& Broadhurst,

abuse,sexualabuse,

term,childmaltreatmentgenerallyisbrokenintofourparts:
emotional/physiological
abuse, as stemming
patterns

abuse and neglect.
from

in children.

than a specific

action

It was

The focus of child maltreatment

the 1962 medical

Neglect

journal

& Egeland,

1974,

that the United

PreventionandTreatmentAct(CAPI'A).
maltreatment
procedures
Welfare

toinclude

Act (ICWA)

reservations.

Policies

passed in 1978.
the reporting,
regarding

issues arise to national

a lack or omission

1995).

States Congress

suspicious

policy

reports

passed the Child

The Actmandated

still state's individual

treating,

with

ICWA,

and preventing

are constantly

Consequently,

The Indian

in 1991,

of child

changing

subsequent

usually

ushered

physical
neglect

In 1996, the Minnesota

was allegedfor

cMldren
Minnesota

15,334

children

a federal

law

abuse on Indian

as new knowledge

and

laws passed by Congress

have

to protectmaltreated

children,

is

laws.
state statuteschildmaltreatmentis

of child

made by concernedpublic
twice

Child

Themost

infamilies

guidelinesandindividual

by CPS. CPS report

abuse.

cmldren.

reporting

under the responsibilities

maltreatmentreports
investigated

states to intervene

mandated

Underthesefederal

Abuse

states to create

of abuse and neglect.

In conjunction

children

attention.

thatpermits

rather

to define.

constantlyrewrittenandamendedlegislationregardingchildmaltreatment.
significant

injury

of something,

It is challenging

abuse and neglect-

and investigating

was passed to promote

that discusses

has been

Thisexpandedthedefinitionofchild

both child

for receiving

article

is a term that denotes

(Erickson

not until

Physical and sexual child

responses.

protective

services

(CPS).

andmandatedreporters

as many

determined

reports

Department

of Human

representing

60.3 percent

Child

are received
of child

Services

neglect

reported

of all alleged

mid
as

that

maltreated

Minnesota'scountiesdetermined6,673childrenor65.4percentofallmaltreated

were victims
Department

of neglect
of Human

(Minnesota
Services

Department
(1997)

reports

of Human

Services,

that physical

1997).

The

abuse accounted

for

3
only31.8percentofdeterminedma}treatment.
neglect
which

reports

in 1996 is consistent

reported

that neglect

In Minnesota,
1992, Minnesota

reported

1996).

continuance
& Egeland,
Horowitz,

and determined

55.6 percent

almost

a 10 percent

of neglecting

the issue of child

attention
Despite

Giovannoni,

1998;

This reflects

the initial

to physical
the increase

reported

so enormous

and serious,

and the failure

on Child

Abuse

and Neglect,

Board

on Child

Abuse

and Neglect

"The

status of emergency

it was in 1990"

(U.S. Advisory

In addition
"the

long-term

maltreatment"

& Boisen,

may require

later age (Erickson

definition.

gainfailure

with

andthe

increased

of child

Board

on

maltreatmentis

to deal with the problem

emergency"

so

(U.S. Advisory

years later the U.S Advisory
and prevalence

of child

and Neglect,

of reported

of neglect

p. 3).

child

maltreatment,

than any otherform

If a child

and enterinto

1993,

suffers

a serious

the attention

of
injury

due

of the outside

Inmostneglectcaseshospitalizationdoesnotoccur,
or nonorganic

& Egeland,

designed

numbers

p. 32).

hospitalization

communityorsocialserviceagencies.
except for weight

1995,

&

and may even be more dire today than

Abuse

of increasing

Wolock

The U.S. Advisory

to stress the severity

on Child

Erickson

in the 1960's

of state agencies

in effect

1995;

abuse.

Three

are more serious for children

(Wattenberg

tomaltreatmenthe

Board

notes the

maltreatment

the level of a national

remains

the literature

1991;

In

By 1996

of Human

scope of the problem

continued

neglect.

1988; English

are still at risk.

p. 95).

are increasing.

Department

Starr & Wolfe,

in child

of the system

1990,

to the seriousness

effects

(Chilman,

involvement

that, "the

that the crisis has reached

Board

neglect

1988;

years, children

and Neglect

neglect.

neglect

neglect

were child

(Minnesota

as signs of physical

ChildAbuse

catastrophic

of child

of reported

& Daro, 1994)

maltreatment.

reports

increase

interest

in reporting,

over the last twenty

incidents

Kadushin,

injuries

study (McCurdy

of child

of determined

the noted increase

1995;

legislation

a 1992 national

Despite

1994).

medical

with

is the mostfrequentform

reported

it grew to 65.5 percent,
Services,

ThehighernumberofMinnesotachild

1995;

failure

Nazario,

to thrive

1988).

Child

(NOFTT)

and malnutrition

neglect

often lacks a clear

at a

NOFI'I'isonefonnofneglectthathasaspecificmedicaldiagnosisandamore

structured

entrance

into CPS because of required

situations

where the effects

of severe neglect

hospitalization.

callsforhospitalization

Since it is one of the only
it serves as a point

of

4
intervention

that many

Because

child neglect

NOFTT

situations

is a symptom

of child

to CPS.

Interventions

in child

maltreatment

of child

maltreatment

butmay

include:

alleged

reports;

of a child

from

rendering

of services

their home.

do not have.

professionals

recording

reports,

and referrals;

and indicated
with

cildren

officials

Legislative

Auditor,

child protective

neglected

Auditor,

view protecting

children

is to protect

State of Minnesota,
CPS has enormous

protecting

children.

legislation

are the policies

and concerns

1998,

of public

and removal

values

view

families.

and goals of

Even different

CPS goals differently.

School

Minnesota

CPS goal (Office

social

of the

state rules say, "the

childrenfrommaltreatment"

(Office

purpose

of

of theLegislative

p. 4).
Thus CPS often receives

the sttucture

that direct

society.

and screening

changing

the predominant

1998).

responsibility.

However,

situation

Incontrastjudgesandlaw

children

State of Minnesota,

services

to the presented

court actions

vs. preserving

workersandpediatriciansleantowardfamilypreservation.
enforcement

to report

Recentlylegislationregardingchildrenhas

of protecting

with

are required

investigating

The role of CPS has shifted

pendulum

that work

professionals

cases vary according

federalandstatelegislationandstillaredebated.
been a swinging

neglect

of the system

CPS interventions

criticism

constnucted

for not

by federal

and state

and are often the root of the issues

The laws are expressed

by the CPS which

carries

out its

mandates.
Researcher's

Interest

The researcher's
ofMinnesota(CLC).
contacted

CLC

stemsfrom

an internship

project

at Children's

regarding
weight

the children

the issue of NOFI'T.
due to nonorganic

thrived,

gained

They

saw a vicious

cycle of children

reasons who were then hospitalized.

weight

and hence were discharged.

childrenfrequentlyretumedforhospitalizationwiththesamecondition.
NOFTT

Law

Center

Socialserviceandpediatricmedicalstafffromamajormedicalcenter

were not gaining
treatment

interest

children

long-term

support

remerged.

While

were discharged
and follow-up
the presenting

withfamily
services
problem

infoster

the issues of child

protectionofthesechildrengoesbeyondtraditionalmedicaltherapies.

With

However,

the

Becausethe

or placed

is NOFI'T,

that

a medical

care without

neglect

continued

condition,

adequate
and NOFTI'

the treatment
Whenphysical

and

5
organic

reasons

are niled

out and the child

viewed

as cild

neglect-because

the child

gains

weight

in the hospital

is not adequately

being

but not at home

nourished

it is

by his

caregiver(s).
Purpose

of Research
NOFTT

threatened.
NOFTI'

cildren

are at risk.

Hospitalization

only

Their

provides

physical,
medical

cognitive

and social

care and short-term

development

intervention.

childrenneedmorethanthemedicaltreatmentthatbasichospitalizationprovides,

butalsolong-terminterventionthatwillprotectthemfromfurtherneglectanddamage.
purpose

of this policy

analysis

is to explore

the definition

thecontextofchildneglectandtoanswerthequestion:
children
withNOFTI'

are

with

NOFI'T?

and if not, what

fromfurtherdamagingneglect?

The

of nonorganic

failure

to tMve

Aresocialpoliciesprotecting
safeguards

are needed

to treat and protect

children

in

6

medical

aspects of NOFIT.

worker,

child

Thisliteraturereview

short-termandlong-termcareforthefamilyandNOFITchild.
explores

the current

NOFI'T

children.

cild

child neglect

Through

neglect.

current

what it is, and discusses

to thrive,

of failure

overview

along with

policy

neglect

of cild

also gives a summary

review

This literature

safety.

children's

of NOFIT

on behalf

to intervene

CPS and the legal system have authority

and state statutes,

legislation

of federal

definitions

of

falls under a subcategory

since NOFI'T

neglect

child

discuss

It will

with

call upon in their role working

professionals

thatthese

knowledge

all play a role in

workers

service

support

social

medical

such as the hospital

workers

and community

workers

protection

service

Social

treat the physical

nurses and doctors

staff such as nutritionists,

Medical

different

of many

reaches into the robes and expertise

The issue of NOFIT
professionals.

Review

II: Literature

Chapter

and

treatment

NOFI'T

an

managementperspectives.

Thebasicrightsofchildrenarescatteredin

neglectandprotectingchildrenfromneglect.

such services
mortality

services

protection,

guidelines,

and abuse there is no one
each state having

with

woven

is precariously

neglect

prevention,

century

fortheir

witnessed

Societies

as the last twenty
legislation

by private

unsanitary

children

In 1909 was the first White

byfederal

States has changed

were provided

were criticized

been as recently
mandated

in the United

rates for the very young

the twentieth
proliferate.

protection

century

nineteenth

child

neglect

Nation's

into state

and safe families

titles.

LegislationHistory

Protection
Child

regarding

under child

legislation

statutes andfederal
Child

Policy

definitions.

its own statutory

In regard to child

there are general federal

However,

definition.

standard

of the Child.

on the Rights

Convention

such as the United

settings

and more global

state statutes

legalization,

federal

child

defining

legislation

and uniform

States lacks one consistent

The United

Policy

Neglect

of Child

Summary

and charitable

and chaotic

(Ashby,

1997;

House Conference

protection

over time.

has produced

The early
Often

organizations.

environments

Schene, 1998).

for the Prevention

years which

forthe

greatly

of Cruelty

very

high

The opening

to Children
Yet, it has only

on Children.
standards

with

and services

of abused and neglected

children.

The

of

7
following

is a brief

that pertain

overview

of four predominant

to the issue of child

federal

services

1974

involvement

PreventionandTreatmentAct

at the discretion

1974(P.L.93-247).

of each individual

(SocietyforResearchinChildDevelopment,
what services

they provide.

1984).

The Act is comprised

professionalinterventionforfamiliesincrisis.
Child

Abuse

and Neglect

clearinghouse

(NCCAN).

to maltreatment

NCCAN

identify

reports

own

design,

This solidified
reports

the necessity

of physical

criteria,

suspected

expanded

incidents

who work

With

with

the enactment

reporting

laws, reports

increased

between

did the confusion

And

standards

thirdly,

it endorsed

for receiving

it opened funds for

Protection

Services

reporting
children,

to include

physicians
1%2

teachers,

even photographic

of the CAPI'A

as to what constituted

child

and 1966.
social

and treatment

assistance,

with

Most

workers,

children

to

states have
and other

developers.
states creatingmandatory

(Schene,

Child
1998).

abuse and child

term 'neglect'

and investigate

of cases.

dramatically.

by 347 percent

cases.

For states that meet

who worked

and individual

abuse increased

that states, by their

(CPS) to receive

and prosecution

abuse between

and others to

and keep track of substantiated

grants for prevention

laws requiring

definitionforthe

professionals

sexual abuse and exploitation.

of child

of child

First,

and data collection

it also required

maltreatment

processing

1976 and 1993

states had a statutory
1997).

of Child

states adopted

1998).

In addition,

states by providing

their mandated

individuals

of child

the investigation,

All fifty

and also develops

states to pass Iaws mandating

abuse, neglect,

the Act services

and improving

report

reports

serves as a research

(Schene,

who needed protection.

investigate

Todaystill,statesdiffergreatlyin

Thelatterwasthemostimpactingchildprotection

because it encouraged

children

at a low priority

state and usually

of three main features.

maltreatment

statestostreamlinestatereportinglaws.
legislation,

Priortothislegislation

Second,itfoundedtheNationalCenteron

on the issue of child

and responding

created the Child Abuse

in child abuse and neglect

(CAPI'A)of

were provided

State statutes

protection.

TheChildAbuseandPreventionActof
The firstfederal

Acts and Minnesota

and/or

maltreatmentreports
As the statistics

neglect.
'neglected

rose, so

In 1975 only eight
child'

(Ashby,

8
TheIndianCbildWelfareActof
The Indian
discourage
control

Cild

Welfare

the removal

over children

1978
Act of 1978 created minimum

of children

from

on reservations

Indian

In 1986 the Act enabled

with

(Ashby,

families

This

Assistance

and Child

that enter the court

An aftermath

of the CAFI'A,

removedfromthehome.
1980 redirected
foster

the foster

efforts

towards

care system from

one temporary

atthe

The Adoption

the Adoption

supports

previous

legislation.

preservation

75% of

Permanency

othemise

"dit"

in

In 1993 funds were allotted
child

benefits

each year, to the Family
Act (P.L. 105-89)

determining

with

to

abuse and

parental
of $4,000for

for special
andhow

that the child's
efforts"

and

and

health

and

to promote

when states are not required
The Adoption

to

and Safe

upon the states to process children

way (within

rightsfaster

Preservation

continues

"reasonable

their parents.

requirements

in a more timely

terminating

neglectpolicy

199).

to improve

and grants instances

to keep children

year, plus $2,000

Child

being

Act of 1997

concernwhen

care placements

financial

Almost

who might

home to another.

and Safe Families

Act of 1997 places additional

This permits

to children

$20 million

and reunification,
efforts"

and reunification.

This Act stresses and clarifies

safety shall be the paramount

in a fiscal

the

or dependency

the norm of children

of the Act (Schene,

stability

and Safe Families

Program,

receive

changed

state level nationwide.

Support

will

in creating

plans based on the findings

Throughincreasedfunding,

homes.

to be placed

Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272)

preservation

to provide

throughfoster

Welfare

was tied to the requirements

neglectproceedings

Families

children

system because of abuse, neglect,

was also introduced

find "reasonable

states for children

1980

1974, resulted

family

states to study and implement

family

governments

However,theAdoptionAssistanceandChildWelfareActof

care funding

planning

to

1997).

process for children
effect

with

about 62% of Indian

TheAdoptionAssistanceandChildWelfareActof
The Adoption

standards

gives Triba}

and a concurrentjurisdiction

not on reservations.
Indian

settings.

federal

15months)

and emphasizes

eachfosterchild

adoption

into permanent
adoptions.

States

above a base number

needs adoptions.
it affects

neglected

childrenis

bestunderstood

by the

9
federal

legislation

of mandated

reporting

which

includes

services

by CPS to

provided

receivereportsinidentifyingchildneglectandinvestigatingthechildneglectreports.
such efforts
protect

are put forth

and when "reasonable

efforts"

of CPS services

and care for the child's health and safety, the 1997 Adoption

playsacriticalroleinthefateandfutureofneglectedchildren.
identification,
policy

When

investigationand

analysis

will

intervention

have failed

to

and Safe Families Act

Itisthiscontinuumof
as outlinedinfederal

legislation

which

this

focus.

MinnesotaStateLegislation
Each state has been given discretion
protection.

Because

order to receive
policy

analysis

most federal

federal

developed

the state's child

neglect

Minnesota's
physical

abuse.

encompasses
minors

Minnesota
"Failure
necessary
protect
child's

physical

This

oveffiew

which

has since been expanded

of Minnesota,
physical

Reporting

"is

which

now

of maltreatment

and define

of

terms of maltreatment

to protect

abuse, neglect,

neglect

responsible

shelter,

children

whose health

or sexual abuse"

(Minn.

is educated

asfollows:

for the child's

or medical

or actions

health

neglect

is atreatable

medical

of

only dealt with

care when reasonably

which

inherently

when reasonably

in accordance

care to supply

with

a child

able to do so, failure

and seriously

endanger

able to do so, or failure
state law"

(Minn.

with

personnel

is often times subjective,
medical

condition

are reliant

to take steps to

Stat. 626.556

in that it is an omission

subd. 2

of an action-

when the aspects of child neglect

upon social services

to participate

to

the

p. 31).

Since NOFIT
treatment,

policy

through

conditions

or mental

Identifying

in

p. 31).

clothing,

ensure that a child
(c), 1999,

The public

State statutes ddine

a childfrom

funds.

so a brief

law passed in 1%3,

abuse, sexual abuse and neglect.

by a person

food,

reporting

of maltreatment

may be jeopardized
1999,

that need to be followed

law is included.

by state law and state statutes outline

that must be reported.

Stat. 626.556,

guidelines

out of ISSUESthat came out of Minnesota,

first maltreatment

physical

mandates

to child

most states strive to secure those financial

The definition

is required

or welfare

money,

legislation

to create state laws pertaining

are

in the child's

10

Whenlocalphysiciansandmedical

treatmentforafullrecoverywithoutrepeatoccurrence.

childrenrepeatedlyreceivedhospitalizedtreatmentthey

socialworkersnoticedthatNOFIT
notified

CLC

NOFI'T

cases.

NOFTT,

to lobby

Resulting

the legislation

specific

legislation

diagnosis

from

legislation

failure

to thrive,

to as failure

to thrive.

grounds

parental

neglect"

(260.015,

In keeping
reporting

to thrive,

This legislation

withfederal

"is experiencing

Upon

and enhancing

and preserving

family

Predominantly

the social policy

growth

receipt

life whenever

putforth

of a child

social services
the welfare

possible"

(Minn.

through

which

or services.

has mandated

maltreatment

investigating

child

forpurposesof

preventing

of the abused or neglected
Stat. 626.556,

CPS is

report,

1999,

minor,

p. 51).

children

neglectoncedetectedandsafeguardingthemfromfurtherharmanddanger.

these reports,

may be

and are due to

for CPS to carry out is to protect

outthisovemhelmingresponsibilityby

a doctor's

for proceedings.

delays,

by a physician

the State of Minnesota

and offerprotective

abuses, safeguarding

permits,

p. 5) they are in need of protection

guidelines,

neglect and

suffering

the case fonvard

that have been diagnosed

1999,

investigate

for children

in

is one of the rare states that does have

for CPS to bring

laws and CPS interventions.

to "immediately

and concern

Minnesota

State statutes read that if achild

referred

to be passed to assure CPS intervention

these efforts

passed in 1998.

regarding

of failure

Minnesota

further

for specific

from

CPScarries

receivingallegedmaltreatmentreports,screening

the reports

and rendering

treatment.

ChildNeglect
Child

neglect

fact that neglect
devastating
westem

is less obvious

effect

world

Corby

1987;

Kagan

& Hall,

historically

has been in the shadows
to the eye than the evidence

on the ultimate

during

long-term

the industrial

Goddard
1996),

of physical

functioning

revolution

1988;

Gustavsson

initial

concerns

of physical

of children.

of the late nineteenth

& Segal, 1994;

were for abandoned

Lynch

discussions
neglect,

child neglectfalls
regarding

and effects

definitions
of neglect.

intofive

categories:

the

abuse, it has a

First recognized
century

1985;

and physically

childrenleadingtothefirstprotectionsocietiesandlegislation.
that explores

abuse. Despite

Swift

in the

(Ashy,

1997;

1995;

Zigler,

neglected

Thepredorninantliterature
the incidence

and types of neglect,

riskfactors

orprevalence

of neglect,

or characteristics

of

11
Child

NeglectDefinitions
Culture

neglect

and time

is defined

1994).

Today

statutes.

affects

definition

of child

1983).

neglect

by an omission

Neglect

a specific

professional
that there

care taking

to identify.

Thus

which

categorize

are difficulties

in creating

a concrete

Zuranin,

1991).

is a vigorous

The United

debate

has been made

abuse and neglect"

1989;

States

overthe

last twenty

in constnicting

(National

National

clear,

to describe

years regarding

a clear

valid,

on Research

on Child

than

The
agree

of child

& Nordgard,

(NRC)

also notes

definition

and "little

definitions

Abuse

that

of child

and Neglect,

p. 5).
Definitions

parenting
heated

of neglectful

(Korbin,
arguments
Research

technical

problems

scientific,

legal

1980).

behavior

Problems

of society's

National

Panel

concept

on Research

questioning

and clinical

fueling

of societal

standards

are deeply

value

driven

(Nazario,

1988;

Thomison,

the debate

of parental
on Child

if similar

purposes.

are reflective

duties

Abuse

definitions

Zigler

and Neglect,

definitions

is necessary.

is preventative

of a solid

definition

Broad

efforts
of child

definitions

to protect

(1983)

suggest

neglect,

are best in the community
(Zigler

cases of child

& Berman,

neglect

Augsburg CoinageLibrary

are often

1998;
are also

arenasfor

that in terms
using

setting
1983).

such as the

There

can be used in different

and Berman

children

of acceptable

1993).

legal statutes for prosecuting and protecting children a specific definition

focus

is

generally

forms

and useful

to

or detect

1992).

Mayhall

Council

problem

over a continuum.

abuse (Drotar,

1993;

neglect

act, neglect

occurring

Research

reliable,

ResearchPanel

national

for the various

& Carew

to

of child

abuse and neglect

definition

state

and consistent

a complex

difficult

child

of child

Goddard

concise

commonly

& Segal,

ability

problem

by a specific

it is more

in the arenas

(Giovannoni,

to solve

abuse is characterized

that works

1983;

1993,

ability

clear,

How

and individual

society's

the tragic

a common,

society's

limits

neglect.

(Gustavsson

literature

neglect,

and to deal with

in parental

action

of child

of child

and measured

in professional

community

and neglect

progress

vary

having

While

acts of commission

abuse

there

Not

and definitions

is viewed

terms

impedes

characterized

are the various

neglect

to study

and care for children.

lacks

the problem

defining

to communicate,
& Nordgard,

the perspectives

of child

adequate

(Mayhall

protect

how

definitions

Lacking

understand,

change

of

narrow

when

the

Due to the lack

documented

and

12
investigatedpoorly.

of neglectpermits

definition

A

Sincethedefinitionofchildneglectisnotcleartotheinvestigator.

investigation,

collection

of evidence, documentation,

and court

proceedings.
Definitions
responsible
1979).

of both cbild

agencies

While

such as hospitals,

there were

for identifying

abuse and neglect

when

operational

CPS, police
definitions

maltreatment

occurred

specific

and by excluding

related

and courts

of neglect,

to labels

by

assigned

& Becerra,

(Giovannoni

no objective

there were

& Wolf,

(Starr

started to describe in detail whatthey

researchers

originally

criteria

As a result some

1991).

meant by physical abuse and neglect by

getting

more

professional

opinion

criteria

1981;

Straus, Gelles & Seinmetz, 1980; Wolock & Horowitz,

& Stroufe,

(Egeland

197% Zuravin

& Taylor,

1987). Zuravin(1991)identifiedmultipleareaswheredefinitionsofchildneglectdiffer:4
(l)

consequences

behavior,

of behavior

for the cild,

(4) perpetratoridentity,

operational

criteria.

findings

(2) maltreatment

subtypes,

(5) perpetratorintern/culpability,

Because

of these differences,

(3) frequency

of

and (6) age grading

integrating

and comparing

of

research

is complicated

TheUnitedStates
National
Incidence
Survey
of ChildAbuseandNeglect
citesfour$
maincategoriesofneglect:
with

seventeen

Zuravin

(1989)

additional

(1991)

behaviors

educational,emotional,physicalandgeneralorunspecified,

defines

compared

categories
neglect

to child

add psychological
Legal

(National

with

fourteen

outcomes.

or emotional

definitions

of child

Center

for Child

sub-categories

Other
neglect

Abuse

and Neglect,

that emphasizes

researchers

such as Hegar

1988).

parental

and Yungman

as a category.

abuse and neglect

first

appeared

federally

with

the passing

'f+

ofthel974FederalChildAbuseandPreventionandTreatmentAct.Eachofthefiftystates
havetheirownstatutesrequiringmandatoryreportingofabuseand/orneglect.
states still
Segal,

have

1994;

Characteristics

not defined

Mayhall

abuse

& Nordgard,

so that reportable

Yet,many

conditions

are clear

(Gustavsson

&

1983).

of ChildNeglect

$-

Riskfactorsassociatedwithneglectincludedemographicvariables,parental
factors,
touch

child

factors

on educational

and socioeconomic
levels,

with

factors

large families

(English,

1995).

and extended

Demographic

families

contributing

variables
to

13
household
Much

crowding

(Thomison,

of the literature

parental

skills,

1995;

defining

substance

Mayhall

neglect

& Nordgard,

has focused

abuse, and child

raising

1983;

on parental
values

Zuravin,

factors.

(Polansky,

1986).

Thus,

areas of

Chalmer,

Britten,

Wieser,&Williams,1981)arestronglyattributedtoriskfactorsinchildneglect.
isolation,

psychological

indicators

of child

1983;

Polansky,

Greif,

1989).

Tzeng,

reasons,

neglect

Guadin,
Children

Jackson,

history

(Polansky,
Ammons

of family

Arnmons
& Davis,

violence

1985;

1985;

Weston

who do not attach to their caregivers

& Karlson,

1983)

and stress are predominant

& Guadin,

1991),

children

with

also are listed

as risk factors

Polansky

& Guadin,

& Collton,

1995;

(Erickson

& Egeland,

1995;

(Jaudes & Diamond,

1986)

disabilities

and areas of gender and age (Jones & McCurdy,
Nordgard,

Social

1992;

Margolin,

associated

with

1990;

&

Zuravin

Mayhall

&

neglect.

Neglect most commonly is associated with socioeconomic factors. Because of
overwhelming
are strongly

evidence
related

with low income

and reason it is not difficultto

to poverty

met.

law requires.

Policy

historically,

stability

The neglected

makers judged
deeply
1996;

been blamed

creating

1997;

child

1997).

neglectful

Newberger,

Low

and stresses of raising

income

parents

a child

have added stress
cild,

as child

is at risk because these basic needs are not being

However,

Pelton,

that child abuse and neglect

for the basic needs ofthe

that poverty

situations

1990;

at risk.

of impoverished

assumptions

Ashby,

The challenges

to provide

the parents

rooted

(Abramovitz,

(Ashby,

1981).

places the care providers

because they lack economic
neglect

(Pleton,

conclude

children

as neglectful

was a consequence

this has changed,

of moral

and poverty

despite the bestefforts
1978).

based on

itself

of the child's

Thus poorhousing

failings
has

care giver

and living

conditions,

loweducationalandemploymentlevelsandfamiliesreceivinggovernmentbenefits

oftenassociatedwithchildneglect
one stressor
addition

or riskfactorand

to a combination

of poverty.

Effects

of Neglect
Neglected

cMldren

from

contributing
services

often sufferfrom

are

ChildneglectcasesrarelycontainoiyJ

most cases have multiple

risk because of their isolation
context

(Daro,1988).

of factors

-*-

concerns

to child neglect,

and the difficu}ty

medical

(Thomison,
the families

to identify

conditions

1995).

In

are at elevated

child neglect

such as malnutrition

in the

or

S/

14
failure

to thrive

which

in severe

the long-term

effects

development

and verbal

more personality

of NOFIT,

problems

than children

characteristics

on comprehension

have lower

(Oats, 1986).

abnormalities.

study on neglected

may be life-threatening

children

ability

follow-up

found

forms

Erickson
children

of difficulty
and vocabulary.

and Egeland

group

dealing

social maturity,

It was also found

revealed

in the control

(Drotar,

found

with fnistration,

presented

abused group.

low self-esteem

These characteristics

children

emerged

lacking

unpopular,

creative

aggressive,

initiative,

independently.

obsessive-compulsive,

exhibiting

extremely

The study

and lower

asking for help.

Altermeier,
1998;
cildren

and cognitive

O'Conner,

Frank

development
& Vietz,

1998;

patterns,

physical

(NCHS) growth

to work

term applied

are still varying

one or more combinations

(Wilcox, Nieburg & Miller, 1989).

child

below the fifth percentile

major percenti}e groups, most physicians

1991;

1982;

English,
for

social relationships,

and overall

to infants

health.

and children

weight,

below

a

(Frank,

Needlmen,

considerFIT.

remm

of

criterion

1994).

When

a

drops more than two

Percentiles

drop in weight

towardnormal

accepted

& Mary,

for age and the weight

would

failure

age and gender

there is no universally

for children with severe FTT. In acute malnutrition,
Paradoxically, the weight-for-heightmay

Egeland,

ways of tabulating

of height,

However,

for adequate weight gain in a particular
child's weightfalls

& Oliver,

This has significance

efforts,

growth

(Allen

Generally,theNationalCenterforHealthStatistics

charts are used. There

growth by examining

to school,

toThrive

is a descriptive

standardmeasurementforgrowth.

1992;

1995)

the#acadernic

Failure
(FIT)

assimilating

of neglect

Crittenden,

& Forrest,

because it impacts

self esteem, behavior

to thrive

affect

are all effects

& Zeisel, 1988; Oats, Peacock,

Failure

reliant,

Otherstudiesconcurwiththefindingsthatphysical,

Sherrod,

as they develop

attachment,

uninvolved,

habits and unable

These characteristics

demandsbothsocialandacademic.
affective

angry.i

Neglected children struggle in school, need more teacher assistance, and ,/

yet have difficulty

social,

scores

very early and continued

inattentive,

poorwork

year

more

throughout the school age years. Neglected children were found to be arious,
withdrawn,

have

that a seventeen

children

and the physically

In studying

language

that neglected

(1995)

that neglected

1992).

are not effective

leads first

despite

to wasting.

the child's

acute

15
under

nutrition

(Frank,

Needlmen

in early life identifies
and socioeconomic
Oates 1985;
adulthood,
(Frank,

children
functioning

psychological

development

of medical
while

Rathbun,
Pettit,

& Fishoff,

1%9).

but contributes

malnutrition
Frank
Organic

FIT

children's

in growth,

1%9;

1980;

body size by

problems

physical

co,,tion,

Glaser,

attain acceptable

in infants

is substantial

nutritional
health

Frank,

(Arveson,

to disordered

insult

Goldbloom,

nutrition

1997).

and

and

is malnutrition
1976;

origins

by a

are know

(Bithoney

Skuse, 1985;

&

failure

growth

to Thrive

Organic

and

both at the time of acute

& Klein,

1982;

Dobbing,

1984;

failure

(FIT)

to thrive

is believed

to be caused by physical

disease (Hathaway,

1989)andafailuretogrowduetoseriouspediatricillnessesthatincludemalnutrition.
short, any major

Nonorganic

NOFTT

or organ system

(Frank,

Failure

week old infant
and named

illness

failure

NOFTT

are

1988).

Failure

for growth

as

Whitten,

or growth

not only impairs

and development

Radke-Yarrow,

produced

as NOFI'T.

and malnutrition

Malnutrition

behavior

medical

are classified

biologic

1985;

and children

Those of purely

determinations

and later in life (Barrett,

& Zeisel,

Elmer,

and behavior

growthfailure

Thus inadequate

of FIT

defects

FI'T

because,

1991).

describes

Casey, 1985;

matter,

acute and long-term

threaten

in both cases the primary

the majorfeatures
health

with

and often social conditions.

1893;

with

emotional

is associated

cases lackingphysical

Predominantly,

1980; Eid, 1971;

cognitive,

(Drotar,

FIT

It is of a serious

most children

that can seriousiy

Traditionally,

FIT,

While

This condition
deficits

variety

(Berwick,

the risk of persistent

psychological

1994).

who are at high risk for lasting

Shaheen, 1986).

1994).

& Mary,

(NOFIT

was first recorded

1986).

Dr. Champin

(Goldbloom,

technology,

NOFI'T

1992).
continues

Even with

Later

century

children

1982).

to account

today

caring

depression

medical

(Gonsowski-Dentz,

for a ten

were classified

Not again until

exhibited

new and increased

to be diagnosed

by a physician

in 1915 the symptoms

(Goldbloom,

by Spitz who noted NOFTT

motivation

enough

)

in the seventeenth

& Wooldridge,

by a pediatrician,

discussed

that is significant

1994).

to Thrive

(Endert

dysfunction

In

1952 was

and lack of

knowledge
1998).

and
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NOFIT
(Altemeier,

describes

1984;

Bithoney

two and predominantly
1966).

nurturing

environmentin

Gardner,

receives

child.

strongly

preceded

since parents

The cildren

the firstfew

1966;

is derived

by adequate
(English,

nutrition

1978).

are not providing

This is often attributed

are generally

from

1991;

rapid

adequate

influence

Frank,

Patton

&

the infant

to be a form

and emotional
knowledge

& Mauro,

disorder

Characteristic

of

supportfor

of infant

the

nutrition
1986;

1989).

The DMS-III-R
attachment

and

orcbild

and/ordisturbanceinthecaregiverandchildattachment(Endert&Wooldridge,
Schmitt

to

in both growth

is considered

inadequate

1968;

attributing

1994;

support

nutrition

(Glaser,

the lack of a

improvement

and emotional

under the age of

after birth

as the primary
Dennis,

explanation

deprivation,"

Thus NOFI'T

to the parent's

organic

months

views "maternal

& Heagarty,

This framework

in the hospital

neglect

1983).

an adequate

the home orinstitution,

Glaser

1%2).

development

& Rathburn,

The literature

(Bullard,

without

the onset is within

Shaheen,

NOFTI'

a growthfailure

diagnoses
of infancy

behaviors

that may be appliedto

(RADI)

of NOFTT

and major

NOFI'T

depressive

are symptomatic

include

disorder

of depression

reactive

(MDD).

(Powell,

& Bettes,

1992).
Mixed

Failure

toThrive

Commonly
failure

to thrive.

found

This third category

and nonorganic

factors

nature involves

biological,

malnutrition,
congenital

are children

which

1982;

is termed "mixed"

(Hathaway,

1989; Arveson,

nutritional

English,

palsy,

1978;

1997).

nutrition,

NOFTT

are in in a fragile

and severe malnutrition

is crucial.
caloric

with

When

intake

an infant

failure

disorders

Riely,

by

suffers

illness

(Berwick,

Landwirth

organic

to thrive

The child

to a serious medical

1970;

coexisting

from

such as;
Levy

& Kaplan,

&

1%8).

NOFiT

state.

The growing

brain needs proper

can result in death, thus early and consistentmanagement

or child

and gains weight,

Mixed

or gastrointestinal

Hannaway,

and nonorganic

represents

factors.

TreatmentandManagezentof
Children

of organic

which

and environmental

may or may not be contributed

heart disease, cerebral

Kleinerman,

who have a mixture

hospitalized

it is important

with

NOFIT

to optimize

responds

the potential

well to increased
of the child's

18
teaching

the caregiver(s)

to receive

praise

(Hathaway,
Types

to respond

and encouragement

by social

needs it is important

workers,

nurses

for the caregivers

staff

and involved

of TreatmentApproaches

process

with

factors

can also be discussed

transactional

together

Bentorin,

using

1985).

a discharge

approach"

various

Hospitalization

planfrom

importance

and using

Mauro,

1989;

caloric

teaching

feeding

maternal-child

ups. Utilizing

home
hospitalized

& Kempe,

1983a
team

management
Hathaway,
Peterson,

approach

The

group

childhood

continual

&

Millia
is placed

family

on

support

plans

using

mothers,

to follow

children

informationfrom

The treatment
lactation

might

the growth

include:

effective

increasing

instruction,
about

close medical

and nutritional

has been shown

&

and nutritional

instnicting

and having

the

Schrnitt

nutritional

them,

skills

1984;

consultants

providing

and how to attain

is widely

1991;

discussed

undernutrition,

(Frank,

Neddlman

care focused

on maintaining

and encouraged

(Arveson,

Frank,

1997;

Neddlman

1984).

services

of experts

psychologist

unit.

an emphasis

& Nelson,

and parenting

visitor(s)

& Rathbun,

and therapeutic

NOFI'T.

feeding

in the literature

Drotar,

Washington

diagnostic

to provide

& Goldson,

status

(Haynes,

followof

Culter,

Gray

& b).

of NOFI'T
1989;

in turn

Wortham

errors,

behaviors

NOFI'T

and environmental

1983;

and nutritional

(Casey,
1996).

bonding

health

previously

This

social,

correctingfeeding

appropriate

appropriate

team

of breast

(Casey,

The "change

Out-patientapproachestomanageNOFI'Tstressthe

& Abegglen,

for cildren

psychological

a cure,

taskforce

medical,

a collaborative

or approach.

the organic,

to diagnosis

1997).

Schwartz

of theory

does not provide

thorough

requiretnents,

supplements

weaves

a multidisciplinary

of gaining

parents

in terms

disciplines

afterhospitalization(Arveson,

family

child's

1989).

Treatment

treating

to their

are best provided

should

include

a social
& Mary,

the physical

as well

1994;

acutely

Team

McGinn

1984;

& Thyer,
with

with

1985;

NOFI'T,

team specializing

a nutritionist

and ideally,

in long-term

& Sklaren,

affected

by a clinical

a physician,

worker
1994).

Berkowitz

& Mary,

For children

as effective

the

in

experience

a developmental

planning

should

include

long-term

as the emotional

health

of the child

and

in
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Gaps in the Literature
While
neglect,

research

there have beentnajor

the characteristics
literature

describing

of N0FIT
treatment

addressing

the long-term

places a child

antecedents
children

However,

abuse as opposed

needfor

of neglect.
of NOFTT

results in physical

of CPS but none address legal rights

children

with

NOFI'T

children

NOFI'T.

This policy

the right to health

analysis

is a plenitude

of

damage.

child

addresses

and safety.

growth

of articles

with NOFI'T.

mental,

of neglect

A scattering

or protection

and

void in the literature

of a neglected

and cognitive

mention

neglect

as well as tracking

there is a significant

not only leaves consequences

to child

defining

and a significantnumber

safety and protection

NOFIT

clearly
There

in danger and risk at an age when both physical,

are critical.

aggressively

models.

on child

studyingthe

and the effects

typical

hospitalized

addressing

more attention

stridesin

of child neglect

available

development

growth

has focused

and developmental
but also if not treated

of articles

and well-being

what policies

NOFTT

make

devices

for

are in place to provide
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ChapterIII:
NOFIT
resources.
NOFI'T

signals

There
children

the infant

a family

explains

child

that is depleted

are several theories
and child neglect.

and the caregiver,
neglect

Theoretical

in either material

that are applicable
Attachment

traditionally

in context

Framework

in understanding

theory

the infant's

families

with

addresses the relationship

mother.

of largerinteracting

and/or psychological

And ecological

systems

of child,

between

theory

family,

and

commumty.
AttachmentTheory
The study of infant's
Bowlby

(Greenberg,

Waiters

and Wall

important

bonding

1997).

With

(1978; 1979)

for survival.

the work

attachment

for later development.

relationships

with

consistently

are the necessary

his mother

(Ainsworth,

1979;

available

relationship,

and responsive

relationship
certain

between

responses

will

(1980)

and Ainsworth,

assumes that early infant

infants

become

which
While

1997).

build

Blehar,

to form

intimate

relationship

attachment

with the primary

Attachment
caregiver
1987).

theory

develops

interactions

is founded

caregiverand

who is consistently

the interpersonal
as the infant

develop

learns to expect

their sense of self and

around

over the first year of life, built

that yield

to security,

1994).

upon how the child
the world

for

on the

howtheywillrelatewiththeirenvironmentinthefuture(Pearce&Pezzot-Pearce,
Conceptually,

are

attachmentto

studies focused

Through

This helps children

John

experiences

the infant's

to anyone

trust is built

ability

with

needs and providing

earlier

attached

and the infant,

the caregiver.

have a natural

to the child's

1973).

to them (Greenberg,

the caregiver

from

of Bowlby

elements

& Bowlby,

infants

in the 1950's

sensitivity

theirneeds

mother-child

started

theory

In addition

A mother's

their mother

sees himself,

his

him.
with

trust, and affection

consistent

(Egeland

child

and

& Erickson,

Thebasicprinciplesofattachmenttheoryarethathealthyrelationsbetweeninfant

and caregiver
are security,
relations

if overthe

produce
proximity,

and normal

secure attachments.
tnist,
healthy

affection,
development

first year of an infant's

unresponsive

The consequences

positive

social

(Tzeng,

life the interaction

(as in the case of child

maltreatment),

skills,

Jackson,
with

of the positive
positive

interpersonal

& Karlson,

the caregiver

the attachment

interactions

1991).

However,

is insensitive

would

be aous

and
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between

caregiver

anxious,

has poor social

impulsivity

and infant.

This anxious

skills,

demonstrates

and who is withdrawn

Levels

of attachment

study that measured

left with

a stranger

and a room

mother's

return.

personality

What

denotes

a caregiver

attachment,

needs.

attached;

Two tirds

the percentage

(Greenberg,

1997).

their caregiver

infant's
infant.

is lower

Children

theory

needs. Specifically
The caregiver

component

to attachment.

developmental

in households

identifies

to NOFI'T,

(Arveson,

attachment
If regular
1997).

stage of attachment,

loss of appetite

(Arveson,

children,

inconsistent

parents

(Hathaway,

and care forthe

1989).

infant.

class American

and
A

relationships.
response

In

to their

homes are securely
such as poverty

more anxious

level of ability

hunger

attachment

to respondto

to

feeding

indicate

1989).

Feeding

to the

During

two to

is a very cnicial

times do not occur,

lackof

their

not responding

(Hathaway,

and the caregiver

the infantmay

attachment

do not engage during
pleasure

while

this

feeding

1997).

employment,

stressful factors that compound

nurturing

the caregiveris

and peaceful

Stress also plays a role in attachment.
young

temperament

need to eat, to play, to

and sensitive

is very important.

If the infant

1978;

1983).

the caregiver's

in context

after being

in a strange situation.

strong,

experience

& Erickson,

1991).

due to a

& Wall,

a child's

that face hardships,

who are neglected

and

was how they greeted their

to their cild's
build

& Karlson,

to theirmothers

negating

a consistent

does not see the infant's

of age an infant's

can be hindered

thatresponds

dependency

orarious

Waters

responsiveness

do not offer

Stroufe,

six months

and/or

measure;

of one year olds in middle

(Egeland,

Attachment

Blechar,

Secure attachments

caregivers

Jackson

responsiveness

of attachment

may give reason to their particular

feel safe and to be left alone.

child's

their quality

that is highly

shows hostility,

(Tzeng,

of toys (Ainsworth,

defined

an infant

as: secure, avoidant

a child's

This may not be an accurate

secure attachtnent

an anxious

avoidance,

were categorized

situation"

1997).

produces

and noncompliant

"strange

Greenberg,

attachment

Environmental

poverty,

the problems

evictions,

of parents

stresses such as: several
and substance

who are already

This stress can make it difficult

abuse are

ill-prepared

for the caregiver

to be

to bond with
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EcologicalTheory
Theinfantisdependentuponitscaretakerforsurvival.
the family
children
social

is a system of support
in terms of education

service

The family

agency

system

self-esteem,

for that infant.

and health

(Hartman,

provides

belonging,

1981)

child

with NOFiT.

The ecological

system

environment

environmental
centrally

without

is the individual

interpersonal
family,

(Tzeng,

Jackson,

system

levels that

& Karlson,

psychological

interactions,

characteristics
stnicture;

education,

employment,

(Hepworth

separately

& Larsen,

addresses

1993).

cognitive,

the

Starting

emotional,

values/norms,

(l)

has such as parent-child,

network.

Surrounding

and the physical

these two

enviroent

as a social system that interacts

social

the family

1986).

personal

isolation,

and laws,

corpora}
view

norms;

competition,

punishment

child

developmental

examines

four

history,

to parent-child

occupation,
and (4) the society
use of force

and mass media

maltreatment
history

and intra-

size, spouse abuse, and

class, income,

and subculture

regulations

an individual's

pertaining

and is

with

abuse/neglectful

large family

social

theory

the individual

(2) thefamily

including

These four levels

(l)

isolation,

lack of bonding,

structure,

both inter-system

The ecological

and together:

to empathize;

stress, social

1991).

social

institutions

(Preston,

of child,

an egalitarian

factors

their

To understand

(3) the community,

cultural

& Karlson,

of three primary

systems.

and inability

patriarchal

Jackson

a sense of

of a multi-

This theory

that the individual

the fatnily

low expectations,

control

solve conflicts,

views

be evaluated

problems,

includes

with

1991).

theory

poorimpulse

which

relations

need to be evaluated

should

for an analysis

of bio-physical,

are organizations,

by other social

analysis

with people

and others within

context

The ecological
surrounded

allows

the focus of the individual.

or different

neighbors

systems in a larger

to mature

Extendingoutfromtheindividual,thetheoryacknowledges

systems,

friends,

successfully

and grow

other systems that care for

but also explores
theory

and the subsystems

behavioralandmotivational.

to develop

in essence the

skills.

systems

systems that interact

for the needs of the

becomes

of safety for an infant

the family

losing

provides

The family

to help the infant

and interpersonal
acknowledges

The family

care needs.

an environment

This research
a

Inaslightlylargercontext

from

to

(Tzeng,

a combination

(2) stress producing
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forces

and (3) values

systems

can affect

result of specific

and child-rearing

the family's
sequences

and the community"
Within

linked

with

function

(Tzeng,

Jackson

neglect

historically

frustration,

in varying

degrees of unemployment

neglect

separated.
isolated

fromformal

or social

1991,

in any of the

behaviors
and between

over time.

support

thefamily

1996).

depression

role in child

and poverty
Lack

have been

of material

and parent-child

conflict

This has led many to associate
the perceptions

Yet, their association

result

child

of the relationship

are often cited in child maltreatment

and informal

the

p. 103).

& Broadhurst,

and poverty.

"are

between

has never been

because some families

systems thus leaving

parents without

are

role models

networks.
Societal

rearing.

Societal

and impact
values

(Sedlack

Historically,

have changed

Neighborhoods

members

Unemployment

a sense of powerlessness,

with unemployment.

and poverty

& Karlson,

Change

Maltreatment

among family

and neighborhoods.

resources,

maltreatment

1980).

level there are two systems that play a visible

employment
child

(Belsky,

and behavior.

of interactions

the community

maltreatment,

practices

level provides
views

individual

affect different

(Newberger

insight

on child

into community

spanking

are condemned

and family

perspectives

ecological

levels

& Newberger,

The ecological

standards

and expectations

or condoned

and behaviors.

and often evenfoster

of child

by different

Therefore

cultural

abuse and neglect

cultures

beliefs

and

of children

1981).

theory

stresses the view that child

maltreatment

needs to be explored

incontextofthedifferentecologicallevelsandtheirinter-andintra-systeminteractions.
differs

from

importance

attachment
of child

weaknesses.

(Tzeng,

scope and allows
community

whichfocuses

and caregiver

Attachment

types of attachments
cognition

theory

theory

on a singlefactor

bonding.
is narrow,

Both theories

& Karlson,

for organizing

and societal).

A child with

systems

that are a part of treating

analysis

explores

different

1991).

datafrom

or one ecological

have their strengths

yet its goal is to explain

have on the development
Jackson

It

of a chid's

personality,

In contrast,

ecological

all four ecological

NOFTI'

becomes

and protecting

children

systems that protect

children

levels

(individual,

NOFI'T.

with NOFIT

various

behavior

encompassed
with

and

the impact

theory

level-the

and

is broader
family,

by many different
This policy
and how effective

in
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they

work.

thereby

Ecological

enabling

theory

gives

the researcher

credence

to analyze

to the inter-working

the complex

variables

of different
involved

systems

in NOFI'T

cases.

Conclusion
Studying
ecological
tis

theory

research.

and damage
trusting

NOFTT

and social

provide

a greater

Attachment

theory

that NOFIT

relationship.

NOFTT?Attachmenttheory
protecting
constant
policies
that play
foundation
as social

children

andthe

policies,

when

research

the damages
caregiver.

interaction

an infant

asks:

challenges.

in answering

the researcher

Both

the research

to understand

and caregiver

are social

understanding
effectfarnilies

of NOFI'T,

Ecological

between

a role in protecting
into

permits

many

policies

attachment
questions

the enormous

do not attzich
protecting

and
of

impact

and build

children

a

with

givesunderstandingandhelpsestablishtheimportanceof

from

and nurturing

presents

understanding

presents,

Theses

policy

children

theory

different
with

by placing

incorporates

systems
NOFTT.

the need to protect
and children

with

focus

that create
These

children
NOFI'T.

two

on the child's
the social

need for a

dimensions

and implementthe
theories

and how

provide

external

of

policies
a

systems,

such
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ChapterIV:
Agencies,
clients

(Jansson,

legislation
1994).

of social workers

semices

and whattype

social policies

and administrative

Through

conduct

is conshaucted

to protect

includes:

the research

Thesis

current
with

Research

NOFIT

licensure

to examine

and limitations

of policy
of policy

dictate

the damaging

who receives

examines

the

of NOFI'T.

effects

legislative

analysis,

and their

and appropriate

specifically

who have been maltreated.

definition

social workers

policies

This research

analysis,

measures

that are

This methodology

chapter

design,

subjects,

data

analysis.

0uestions

This research

seeks to address whether

social policy.

The research

NOFI'T?

work

and for their clients

of policy

questions,

confront

mles for social

and treat childrenfrom

and treat children

and the strengths

policies

are offered.

in place to protect

This thesis uses a methodology

analysis

policies,

of services

designed

Methodology

questions

children

with

NOFI'T

are: Are social policies

are protected
protecting

And if not, what safe guards are needed to treat and protect

by

children

children

with

fromfurtherdamagingneglect?

PolicyAnalysisDefined
Social
concem.

policies

Inherently

(Chambers,

1993).

by nature attempt

social policies
Studying

totheirimprovement.
careful
reaching

the researcher

social policies

processes

solutions

dimensions:

definition

assumptions

and values

of defining

(Jansson,

a framework

of altemative

are imperfect

a solution

to a particularproblem

and thus are in need of constant

can provide

important

information

or
revision

that can lead

Frameworksarecreatedtostudysocialpolicyanalyticallywith

step-by-step
policy

to provide

1994).

to study social

of the problem,
inherent

of alternative

policy

problems,

A policy
policy.

discussion

in the policy,

collecting

analysis

is a methodology

This policy

analysis

the the policy's

an analysis,

information

and
that gives

includes

five

goals and objectives,

and identification

and analysis

strategies.

Desim
This research

is a policy

analysis

thatuses

a combination

qualitativeresearchgatheredfrombothprimaryandsecondmydata.
but not limited

to, Congressional

records,

legislative

of qualitative

and

Dataisderivedfrom,
documents,

professional

the

journals,
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books,

and research

analysis

shidies.

previously

The design

of this study also used a framework

of policy

defined.

Subiects
Using
protected

the data mentioned

and treated

order to answer
subjects

by social policies.

the research

(Silver

Psychological

Platter,

Medical

and Minnesota
professional

Abstracts,

journal

analysis:

and identification
Strengths

A social policy

definition,

subjects.

methodology

Because

in

human

and had the power

a very narrow
both limits

Wide

books,

data search

Sociological

Web),

Law Index,

dissertations,

legislation,

into the five dimensions
assumptions

of the

and values,

analysis,

strategies.

to a social problem.

the socially

to implement

only can focus

social policy.

reports,

Abstracts,

and the World

and stnuctured

of alternative

represents

Policy

Work

goals and objectives,

is a response

designed

sector of society.

Social

Services'

of PolicyAnalysis

into policy

powerful
the social

An issue that raised concern

or economically
policy

on issues that have already

analysis'

strength

In this research,

focus on neglected
and focuses

the policy
children

because the frameworkused

thoroughly

and only examines

1994).

In tum,

In summary,

is child protection

does not incorporate

The framework

policy

analysis

and

by a specific

to give a step-by-step

NOFI'T.

issues that have already

who

been addressed

analyzed

with

privileged

(Chambers,

is in its ability

the research.

in research

social

analysis

are

data, and studies.

was organized

is formed

analysis

Protection

Abstracts

statistical

and analysis

andLimitations

analysis

children

was not needed.

These searches provided

articles,

problem

Child

Abstracts,

Nursing

State Statutes.

The data collected

with

uses a policy

for their protection

sources included:

examine

if NOFIT

andDataAnalysis

Abstracts,

policy

explore

and did not use human

Data collection
systems

will

The research

questions

were not used, procedures

Procedure

policy

above, the research

process

to

legislation
of the policy

holds limitations

all aspects of social problems

been given

recognition

inform

of a

policy.
Many

govemment,

different
sociologists

academic

circles

and economists.

use policy
And with

analysis:

political

each speciality,

scientists,

students

there is a particular

of
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bend that the policy
academic
inherent

Questions

can be instnimental
(Chambers,

protects children

analysis framework

analysis in this research follows

raised by social workfocus

in solving

orhelping

on "how

from the
the concerns

social policies

to solve, social problems

and

for their

1993, p. 24).

This chapterdiscussed
policy

In the case of this research conducted

circle of social work, the policy
in social work.

programs
clients"

analysis follows.

the policy

with NOFTT.

analysis methodology

Thefollowing

and discuss the findings.

used to examine if social

section will implement

the policy
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Chapter
Policy
social

policy.

affects

analysis
Policy

and effects

valuable

policy

analysis

resulting

information.

assumptions

is a form

measures

alternative

of research

from

study,

the policy

providing

analysis

in context

a frameworkfor
factors

in a comprehensive
includes:

goals and objectives,

of NOFI'T

Findings

is a tool to study contributing

This policy

and values,

V:

which

of current

and identification

a

and the
yields

of the problem,

a critique/analysis

of child neglect,

to a policy

manner

definition

exploring

underlying

efforts

and

and analysis

of

strategies.
ProblemDefinition

Over the past ten to fifteen
dramatically
interest
CPS.

increased

(Thompson

is the 1998 Minnesota
The program

weakness

years public
& Wilcox,

Auditors

evaluation

Office's

agencies

also contribute

the NCCAN,

provides

research

by child maltreatment

Reflecting

evaluation

to examining

the effects

maltreatment

of child

maltreatment

Children's
presence
poorly

physical,

of maltreatment.

in school

of Justice

research

Increased

for building

cognitive

in 1992,

crimes

stronger

Thompson

people

that 68% of arrested

problems,
physical
1990;

eating

disorders,

aggression,

substance

and as mentioned

Malinosky-Rummell,

Reinherz
the cildren

& Giaconia,

& Hansen,

1996;

that die from

1995).
inthe

are more likely

1998).

had a prior

to perform

The U. S. Department
history

of abuse and

Theyalsotendtoexhibitemotional
abuse, depression,

suicidal

before,

commit

criminal

1993;

Sedney

& Brooks,

& Keating,

1991).

Starr, MacLean

maltreatment.

and focus on

are all threatened

children

(English,

youths

neglect(ChildWelfareLeagueofAmerica,1997).

more effective

interest

& Wilcox,

and social development

against

for example,

understanding

due to increased

In time, abused and neglected

and commit

reported

1998;

children.

Inthelastfew

also has changed

(English,

and

maltreatment,

strategiesforpreventing,identifyingandtreatingchildmaltreatment.
decades child

of the state's

of maltreated

child

level.

report

has

public

on the strength

and protection

is valuable

abuse and neglect

this growing

CPS sheds light

on the national

research

about child

program

intervention

Other governmental

provided

1995).

of Minnesota's

of the state government's

which

concern

A national

survey

thoughts
behavior
1984;

and attempts,
(Briere

Silverman,

The gravest

spanning

& Runtz,

extreme

1'X)3 through

are

1995

29
brokedownthetypeofmaltreatmentthatcausedchildfatalities:
from

neglect,

48% from

37%ofthechildrendied

abuse and 15% died due to both abuse and neglect

(English,

1998).
Children
and treatment.
NOFI'T

improves

with

is regarded
adequate

Sherrod,

suffering

maltreatment

This thesis focuses

neglect.

O'Connor,

are dyingfrom

from

consequences

1984).

identification,
of NOFI'T

because growth
supportin

children

The most striking

suffer.

Because

as a form

problems

not only identification

but also an avenue
Identification

struggles

for interventions

of NOFI'T

A cild

of NOFTT

in protecting

identified

in Hospital

treatment

needs to be treated

also suffers

often goes undetected,

Families

often are isolated

yields
form

NOFI'T

physical

is the damage

characterist'ics

of neglect

by the evidence
evidence

of neglect.

of bodily

a child

NOFI'T

child

This provides

of stressors,

growing

and are in critical

years of life can limit
Neddlman

setting,

& Mary,

children

neglect

brain size, neuronal
1994).

by medical
and clinical

Complex

is well

of intervention

Since NOFIT
it is a unique

like physical

abuse-

established

to treat and protect

the

do not.

attention.
number

NOFTT

such as severe

professionals,
settings

often are admittedfor

need of medical

child

and gather.

and treated.

the role of hospitalization
an opportunity

physical

suffered,

to discern

if not identified

in hospital

that most cases of child

In the hospital

suffers

Unlike

Thegravestconcern

that can be identified

that is often identified

1989).

of NOFTT,

of the child.

damage

is difficult

help and have a myriad

In the more severe cases of NOFI'T,
(Broughton,

medically,

of developmental

poverty,thatmakeidentificationandinterventionextremelydifficult.
regarding

effects

the neglect

to the concerns

the consequences

as tangible

from

of the physical

regarding

in addition

abuse that when severe is determined
neglect

and the

Settings

with NOFTI'

due to poor growth

a child

Hospitalizations

and treatment

and treatments

rapidly

(Altemeier,

intervention,

NOFIT

of child

and development

identificationismoresuccessfulthanotherformsofchildmaltreatment.
provide

intervention

hospitalization

are those of neglect-identification,

damages

or

problem

of neglect

and emotional

& Vietze,

NOFI'T

on the specific

as a form

nutrition

due to a lackof

NOFTT

Chronic

and synaptic

cases reveal

because they are not

undernutrition
complexity

a vicious

in the first two
(Frank,

cycle of repeated

30
hospitalization.

A child hospitalized

and then retums

to the family

Only

later, the childis

children

than medical

without

readmitted

in the hospital

with

treatment.

with

tmves in the hospital,

NOFIT

adequate

long-term

to the hospital

NOFI'T

again.

is medical,

Hospitalization

support

only provides

weight,

andfollow-up

Although

the solution

gaining

services.

the presenting

to this problem

short-term

problem

involves

intervention

of

more

for cases of

NOFI'T.
NOFI'T

Intervention
Research

to protect
neglect.

from

Short-term

Culter,

the damage

intervention

at 6 months:

with

needformore
the drastic

had no significant

leaving

intervention

of NOFTT

78.4%

Culter,

and neglect.

Gray & Kempt,

NOFIT

effect
showed

on the growth

with

of FI'T

"catch-up"

retarded

by short-term

1984).

Other

studies

(Haynes,

clearly

further

growth
stressed the

intervention

that received

were in alternative

abused or neglected

care

during

authors
a period

environment,
Gray,

concluded,

of hospitalization,
then we are likely

& Kempt,

1984,

Drotar

and Strum

hospitalized
found

somberly

with

that despite

"for

no matter

to

is returned

to again find the child

(1988)

followed

NOFTT

and placed

different

outreach

in 18 month

at serious risk"

intervention

out-reach
programs

curbtheriskforpoorintellectualdevelopment(Zenel,

during

to an insufficiently
(Haynes,

e.g.,
nurturing

Culter,

over two to three years who were

effectiveand

term intervention

suggesting

59 infants

declined,

provides

alone,

p. 241).

development

hospitalization

Tis

what we do to the child

if that the [child]

had died

information

indicatethatshort-terminterventionfallsshortinprotectingachildwithNOFTT.
study's

and

short-term

and two children

have provided

of

children

physical

hospital

Of the 44 cases studied
10 children

is not adequate

and the consequences

a growth

continuing

than available

5 had been physically

hospitalization

The one to three year follow-up

at one to three years reevaluation,

arrangements,

during

caused by untreated

development.

intensive

intervention

(Haynes,

1984),

delayed

effects

intervention

only 8 out of 37 children

Gray & Kempt,

and 59.4%

Settings

shows that short-term

children

revaluated

in the Hospital

that the 18 month

intervention

programs.

the rate of cognitive

programs

needed to last longerto
1997).

an open door for identifying

severe cases of NOFIT,

hospitalization

to properly

is not proven

They

protect

be

While
the short-

a child from

the

31
long-term

effects

are hospitalized.

discovered

Batchelor

that in south-west

not recognized
further

and neglect.

studies on NOFTT are based on

Many

because of access and ease of identification,

hospitalization
children

of NOFTT

by professionals

& Wilkins,

(Williams

to hospitalize

children

medical

and child

physical

and emotional

welfare

with

NOFTT

crisis-oriented

development

of a NOFI"I'

places the child

at risk of permanent

developmental

Consequences

of NOFT

The majority

care or managed care making it more

postnatal

development

of healthy

the relationship
1994).

lasting

with

years of life,
adequate

NOFTI'

because

the body's
concludes

nature of NOFTT

The chronic

damage.

in the human

development

is likely
199).

in nutrition

during

rate of growth
that a child's

to suffer

Because

height

of age and

(Skuse,

Pickles,

serious

impact.

for

& Reilly,

patterns

are

such as

is so rapid in the first

If a child

it is difficult

nutritional

period

Wolke

consequences,

the

and mental

are a sensitive

to slow as the child

lost during

growth

months

development

time of growth,

begins

Postnatal

to harm because feeding

has a stronger

this vital

brain.

postnatal

is very vulnerable
a child

by six months

year. The first two years of life represent

and mental

(English,

a disturbance
intake

child.

1997). The current

to the long-term

is not conducive

their birth-weight

that thefirstfew

growth

retardation

caloric

growth

indicates

In such a scenario,

growth

double

by the end of theirfirst

between

An infant

disturbed.

infants

and complex

research

Starr & Black,

and Neglect

their birth-weight

maximal

(1998)

1990). In addition, children are

(Mackne,

response

identification

with low weight gain were

l in 3 cases of children

at risk when they do not have access to medical

difficult

triple

research of NOFIT

and Kerslate's

England

however, not all NOFI'T

is deprived

to regain

ages.

of

the height

lost

Gonsowski-Dentz

deprivation

will

not be

regained.
Undemutrition
that impact

parent-child

to find children
retardation

Reinhart

1980).

If NOFTT

interaction

with NOFI'T

(Altemeier,

Evans,

does not need to be severe or prolonged

with

O'Connor,

& Succop,

1972;

is not treated

(Frank

& Zeisel,

withdrawn

social

Sherrod

& Vietze,

Leonard,

Rhymes

in infancy

1988).

Upon

behavior
1988;

will

diagnosis,

changes

it is common

and a degree of mental
Barbero

& Solnit,

some children

to cause behavioral

1996;
remain

& Shaheen,
Rosenn,

1%7;

Loeb

small (Altemeier,

& Jura,
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O'Connor,

Sherrod

Rhymes

& Solnit,

cognitive

1966;

and behavior

Heagarty,

Bullard

Research
found

& Vietze,

Mitchell,

identified

in their adolescent

consequences

disorders

effects

Heagarty,

(Altemeier,

1968;

Hufton

as noted by teacher's

reports

& Vietze,

Pollitt

where interventions

that wile

of behavior

(1985)

hospitalized

research

with

discovered

NOFIT

as very young
the weight

poorerlanguage

development,

are common.

higher

of behavioral

incidents

have depressed
school

psychometric

years (Chavez
Galler,

Heagarty

1985;

Singer,

1986).

treatment

Caregiver

Neglect

1979;

& Bullard,

reading
Children

Elmer,

1980;

This emphasizes
and intervention

skills,

lower

the importance

& Ellison,

during
1969;

in caretaking

a failure

of actionthatis

physical

evidence

constitutes

neglect.

characterized

of child

abuse (Drotar,

these basic needs placing

1992).

than specific

and safety,

and

& Zeizel,

Oats, Peacock

& Forest,

of NOFI'T,

a NOFIT

and the

child.

to identify,
behaviors

detect or describe
and remaining

the child

at risk, not only psychologically

ornoncompliant
the child

is

but also

BecauseNOFITisamedicalconditionrootedand
iscompletelydependenton

itscaretakerforitslife,regaininghealthandreceivingtreatmentfromNOFTT.

health

preschool

Yet, they are severe when the caretaker

complicatedbychildneglect,thechildsufferingfromNOFIT

unable

in infancy

Acontinuumof

It is more difficult

as neglect,

fortheirphysicalhealthandsurvival.

caretakeris

and

Frank

of identification

needed to care and protect

intelligence,

with NOFIT

failure

& Oats, 1977;

verbal

social maturity

hospitalized

Gregg,

Huffon

lower

and Noncompliance

omission

to meet

has been found

study of children

Achildisdependentonitscaretakerforitsmostbasicsurvival.

unable

A study

personality

NOFIT

and weight,

scores and high rates of school

& Martinez,

1988;

aggressive

disturbances.

children.

Oats,Peacockand

height

less developed

1976).

in the

is gained,

that at a 14 yearfollow-up

later sufferlower

Glaser,

have taken place are stiil

with issues that are rooted
of NOFIT

Leonard,

1988;

& Eichler,

tohaveasignificantanddetrimentalimpactonchildrenlong-term.
Forrest's

1968;

and have long-term

Sherrod

& Oats, 1977;

and their condition
has shown

& Pivchik,

1980)

O'Connor,

with NOFTI'

of NOFI'T

Bullard

& Greenberg,

years to be stniggling

of neglect

on long-term

Glaser,

Gorrell

disorders

& Pivchik,

of children

1988;

of intervention

is exposed

to a dangerous

and treatment
environment

Ifthe
on behalf
which

of the child's
does not meet the
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most basic needs of the child.
intervention
emotional,
child

In addition,

are well established
social and cognitive

whose

caretaker

the specific

to have long-term
developments.

is consistently

effects

adverse

of NOFI'T

effects

of its physical,

In order to protect

noncompliant,

the child

without

and care for a NOFI'T

musk be removed

from

the

home.
Studies

of NOFTT

find that often the child is placed

time of the study and/orthe
NOFTT

(Berkowitz

Parra & Lopez
Homes,
1989;

1979;
Singer,

studies

& Sklaren,

1992;

Endert

Hufton
1984;

explore

1984;

Singer

the issue of foster

Casey,

& Wooldridge,

& Oates, 1977;

Wortham
1986;

1984;

Culter,

1990)

1984;

1987;

Colombo,

Schmit

participate
of foster
support

inlong-termfollow-up
care or alternative

with long-termfollow-up

families

are unable

aggressive

la Parra & Lopez
origin

(1992)

did not develop

and the caregiver

intervention

the physical,

the caregiver(s)

(1994)

have alowerincidence
found

and CPS involvement
and support

and follow-up

children

the caregiver's

Even with

support,

Colombo,

de

to theirfamilies

of

that were placed

feeding

of dysfunction,

strong

some

a child.

who did return

to the children

to change levels

that despite

in

of the infant

or child

the child's

removal

NOFIT

cognitive

needs immediate
and emotional

and aggressive

consequences

of growth

Hospitalizationdocumentsthemostsevereandrepeated
Itisthemostcornmonformofentranceintothesystem

intervention

intervention

programs do not provide

caretaker

for his safety.

hospita$izationsofaNOFI'Tchild.

that short-term

compared

is unable

impairmentandcaretakerneglect.

for positive identification,

education

that Chilean

a child that suffers

to minimize

Singer

intervention

In such cases where

is required

In summary,

parental

or grow as well

is disturbed

programs

of change to nurture

determined

or adoption.

the family

levels

extensive

orphanages

from

outpatient

to achieve

intervention,

However,

1984;

caretakersthat

outpatientintervention
placements.

de la

& Mauro,

due to inconsistent

neglectandnoncompliancethatleavethecildindanger.Themajorityof

the
for

Gray & Kempe,

& Fallstrom,

Sklaren,

care during

care as an intervention

& Nelson,

Hayes,

Kristiansson

& Fagean,

in alternative

and treatment.

in the hospital
sufficient

of a NOFIT

child

settingand

interventions
are incapable

Yet, extensive
short-term

to protect

research

community

outreach

and care for a NOFIT

ornoncompliant

demonstrates

in interventions

child.
and

If
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treatments,

the NOFIT

child

needs more aggressive

In the most severe case that would

be to remove

intervention

the child from

protection.

for the child's
the neglectful

home.

Goals andObjectives
Written
implied.
from

within

Legislation

the horrors

objectives

are goals and objectives,

children

(often

maltreatment

of adoption.

Protecting

Children

from

The public
percent

this time articles

was bombarded

have changed

outright

of protecting

children

goals and

Yet, the

to respond

or

to new problems

such as seen infamily

preservation

and
and

of Abuse
with

recognizing

andfrontpage

for children.

legislation)

the Horrors

of the public

stability

legislation

created by previous

eitherwritten

has clear goals and objectives

of abuse and providing

promotion

ninety

policy

regarding

of child

concerns

public

reports

the issue of child
child

abuse in the 1960's,

abuse as a problem

appearedin

public

(Ashby,

circulations

with

1997).

over

During

such as: the Saturday

Everting Post, Life, Good Housekeeping, and Time magazines. Popular television shows
aired programs
for bringing

with

forth

stories about child

studies of physical

abuse.

Dr. Kempe

abuse as evidenced

received

much of the attention

by physical

identification

uncoveredanddetailedchildmaltreatmentinmedicalevidenceandexplanations.
proved

more forceful
Within

children

this social interest

in 1973.

It was exposed

abuse and neglect,
and mutilated
starved

and effective

and neglected

urgency

portrayed

and context,
to horiying

of those "who

by cigarette

than previous

Congress

(Ashby,

by the media

AbusePreventionandTreatmentActof

efforts.

formed

testimomes

a subcommittee

and pictures

and beaten with

scalded by boiling

and malnourished"

and reported

social service

had been whipped

lighters;

This

water;

1997,

bruised

p. 237).

and Congressional

on

of severe child

razor straps, bumed
and battered...and

With

the graphic

testimony,

horrific

The Child

1974passedoverwhelminglytoprotectchildren

fromabuseandneglectandfacilitatetheirremovalfromunsafefamilyenvimnments.
legislation
with
child

provides

reporting

laws.

professional

The act provided

abuse and neglect.

receive

the funding.

interventionforfamilies
states with

It was the first legislation

in crisis and funds to aid states

grant money

States that did not pass mandating

The

to investigate

reporting

and prevent

laws would

of its kind to acknowledge

not

the plight

of
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vulnerable

children

experiencing

protecting

children

to prevent,

abuse and neglect.
identify

It gave CPS a mandated

and treat child

abuse and neglect.

role in

Prior to this, the

protectionofcildrenfelltostate'sdiscretionbuthistoricallytoprivatecharities.
legislation

stated a precedence

that the responsibility

Thenew

for protecting

children

was of public

concern.

Inherent

in protecting

goal in legislation

primary

governmental
the home,

efforts

children,

is the safety of the child.

in 1997, with

to protect

the Adoption

children

subsequentlegislation

in the 1980's.

respondedto

protected

as CPS workers

while

children

redefined

However,
strived

were placed

"reasonable

the concemthat

to make reasonable

discernment

efforts"

to protect

were again found

to make reasonable

efforts

The Adoption

and other mandatory

efforts.

to keep the child's

safety and wellbeing

remove

a

While

first

childrenfrom

to remove

parental

children

rights

was

to be at risk, and ill-

to keep the family

and Safe Families

together

Act of 1997

torture,

circumstances,

This was a heralded

Act.

decisions

so that in the cases of abandonment,

and sexual abuse, for example,
required

children

at serious risk.

efforts"

and Safe Families

gave the states the powerto

were too hasty. As a result the term " reasonable
introduced

This again became

chronic

abuse,

the states would

provision

not be

that gave states

the focus of child

protection

services.

Stabilitv
With

the significant

enactment

debate rose as how best to provide
legislation
rising

reflected

concerns

the swings

was providing

of CAPTA

for a child's

of interest
stability

familiesfortheirhealthand/orsafety.

and its objective

protection.

All

for children

and Safe Family

children.

There

legislation.
preservation
from

foster

Preservation

are three avenues by which

The first deals directly

care into adoption.

child

children.

protection
One of the

once they were removedfrom

their

TheAdoptionAssistanceand

Act of 1997 all reflect

and reunification,

children,

WiththeenactmentofCAPI'A,childrenwerebeing

Act of 1980, the Family

Adoption

subsequent

in how it is best to protect

removedfromtheirfamiliesintofostercare,acostlysystem.

Child Welfare

to protect

the objective

the family

planning.
together.

Initiative

of providing

the goal of stability

with permanency

keeping

and Support

of 1993,

and the

stability

for

has been placed

into

The second with family

Thirdly,

is transitioning

a child
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Permanency

planning

Congressional
too long.

testimony

It was costing

system, "drifting"

told this story clearly;

an enormous

from

one foster

amount

children

of money.

care family

were staying

Children

became

to the next, often exiting

The first effort

to address the "drifting"

child's

need for stability

the foster

developed

case plan to ensure the child's

& Barton,

1997).

However,

extended

for children
preserving
attempts
child

failed,

of CPS striving

CPS efforts

concurrent

effort

planning

towards

so that parental

permanent
Family

was allowed,

With

the family.

Only

plans for the child.
the Adoption

permitting

efforts"

CPS workers

of
when all

As a result the

and Safe Families
to simultaneously

Act
plan

and to promote
for children;

foster

could be temninated
could

stability

for the child.

care time was shortened

when necessary

be sought forthe

A further

child

(Welte,

1997)

to 15
and a

sooner.

preservation

environment

side to children

environments

too quickly.

of all children

living

"diting"

are children

The Child

from familiesfollowing

1983 and a renewed
children.

stability

stable environment

stable nurturing

children

(Knepper

Thismovepromotedefficiencyandtimelyplanning

rights

On the opposing

percent

setting

a

and in some states even

to adhere to the "reasonable

the time necessary.

permanency

was made to provide

months

care continued

and plans strove to reunite

reunificationandadoptionplanning.
to move children

care by mandating

in the mostfamily-like

did the process begin to make alternative

was in the system twice

of 1997,

placement

a

Onecontributingfactorincreasingfostercarestays

was the efforts
families.

1994;Shotton,

of stay infoster

stays in foster

increased(Knepper&Barton,1997).

care

and create a system that emphasized

was to decrease the length

care

lost in the

systemwithouteverexperiencingastableandpermanentfamily(Edwards,
1990).

in foster

removedfrom

Welfare

in out-of-home

League
situations

the enactment

focus on family

in the foster

a plausibly
of America
return

of CAPI'A

preservation

care system

services

and lacking

stable home

(1997)

reports

that 60

home. The shift of removing

came with legislationpassed
for neglected

and abused

Theconcernsofchildrenbeingremovedunnecessarilyfromtheirfamiliescreated

a tide of legislation
andtheirvalueis

supporting

family

reunification.

givenhigh-priorityranking(Yankelovich,

Family

preservation
1994).

is very important

in
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towards
efforts

While

attempts

were made to tighten

family

preservation

fan'iilies

(Ashby,

the risk"
1997).

Family

& Barton,
Preservation

1997 all provide
the foster

with

in those homes

Funding

to the idea that preserving
(Knepper

care system,

came and it was coined "reasonable

were to be made to keep the child

CPS is to "remove

the foster

was granted

The Adoption

and Support

care system and with

could

entering
remain

that support

and Child

reasonable

foster
with

care.

their natural

the family

Welfare

1993 and the Adoption

states to provide

those that remain

All

shift

adhering

for a better life as productive

Assistance

Initiative,

funds and encourage

for services
children

efforts."

and from

so that the child

the familyfostered

1997).

the family

a simultaneous

adults

Act of 1980,

the

and Safe Families

stable environments

for child

Act of
within

with theirfarnilies.

Adoption
In just ten years between
increased

by 74 percent.

percent

(Child

growing.

Welfare

Universal

1986 and 1995 the number

Four states between
League

of America,

agreement

care and that the nation's

1990 and 1995 alone,
1997).

rose in Congress

children

would

of children

Pressure

in foster

had increases

care
over 100

on the system has been

that adoption

was preferable

be better served by a policy

overfoster

that increases

adoption

rates (Congressional Records, 1997). To increase adoptions and shorten foster care stay
the Adoption
redefine

and Safe Families

"reasonable

additional

adoption

parental

rights

efforts,"

Act of 1997 gave three major
two was to grantfinancial

above a ,oiven

incentive

One was to

permits

and Safe Families

care is only temporary

and third was to move towards

stability

for children

Act of 1997.

and is to provide

It placed
important

was emphasized

of the system by setting

a greater

homes"

additional

(The White

andencouragementofadoption.
adoptions.

of

time limits

House,

1997,

for child

p. 1). New

of the

stress on the fact thatfoster

safe havens for children.

Bill Clinton stated that the goal of the legislation is to "move
and permanent

termination

by the passing

is on temporary, and the new approach to providing stability for children
process

to states for each

sooner.

The goal of providing
Adoption

number,

provisions.

welfare

The emphasis
is to speed upthe

decisions.

childrenmore

quickly

in this legislation

Thereareclearfinancialincentivesforstatestoincrease

President
into safe

is the focus
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Congress

is moved

protectionofchildren
abuse.

by how the plight

of abused and neglected

children

is told.

becameparamountwithhorrifyingmedicaldescriptionsofphysical

Thegoaltoprotectcbildrenwascarriedoutbyremovingthemfromtheirfarnilies.

Children

were moved

children

became

into foster

lost dnfting

care in larger numbers

within

the system,

than the system could

Childrenneedstability.

needanenvironmentthatisconsistentandnurturing.

care system have come by supporting

discouraging

unnecessary

care stays and promoting

The social

lengthy

They

Attacksandreformsof

the family

over removing

foster

care stays, giving

Values

and Assumptions

landscape

of the United

maximum

the child,

time limits

forfoster

adoption.

and political

States has changed

thisisevidentinpoliciesaddressingchildmaltreatment.
reflective

and directive

of the social

laws. Conceptualizations

of children

over time, and

Socialpolicyconstnuctionis

context.

Assumptions

are reflective

and values

in the law.

are rooted

The majority

in our

of American

historytellsthatchildrenwereregardedaseconomicassetsforfamilies(Zelizer,
Today

children

is stronger.
values

reflective

are emotionally

Children

valued

are necessary

and assumptions

in the direction

and

Reachingthegoaltoprovidestability

forchildrenthroughfederallegislationmandateshasnotbeeneasy.
the foster

handle

stayed too long, and once removedfrom

theirfamiliesneverexperiencedastableenvironmentagain.

What

The

and society's

for a culture

a society

1998).

knowledge

to survive;

holds of its children

base of child

development

they are a society's
and their health

future.

and safety

is

of its future.

Role of the Child

A society's
community
children.

values and assumptions

and society.

The United

This can be attributed

determine

States has seen a dramatic

to both economic

and academic

howchildrenareperceivedandvaluedinthisculture.
pmtective

legislation.

legislation

protected

They explain

survival

play in family,

change in the role of
reasons that have impacted

Thesevaluesareatthecoreofchild

why it was not until

1974 that no formal

federal

children.

There is no mention
physical

the role that cildren

of children

was the major

concern

in the Constitution.
(Gustavsson

During

the time of its writing

& Segal, 1994),

and child

laborwas
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requiredforfamilysurvival.
providing

Childrenwereneededandvaluedfortheirabilitytowork,

for the economic

survival

fourteen
1994).

(Mayhall

hour working
With

development
into urban

settings

changed.

lowered

platform

and inhumane.

for thefamily

Legislation

is reflective

support

strong

(Ashby,

andthe

different

from

advocated

to work

rights

child

of these value changes

with

A migrationfrom

Today

child

to

defended

labor to be abuse

the role of the child

emotionally

the of passing

rural

In addition

social reforms

(Zelizer,

child

as human

beings,

worthy

such as the Refuge

children

Movement,

of the Progressive

and brought

of protection

is not

1995).

labor laws, and

Era.

and advocacy

the Child

came

SaverMovement

These social movements

attentionfortheirneeded

welfare

(Sagatun&

TheRefugeMovementdeterminedthatcbildrenneededspecializedcare
adults,

and strived

for children.

to remove

childrenfrom

children
(Kagan

adult alms houses into

The focus was not yet on protecting
society

of potential

delinquents

from

1995).

(Pfohl,

brought

increased

poverty

and the plight
women

awareness

child

During

1977).

labor and promoting

that combined

(Ashby,
women's

abuse and
Middle

supervision

this time of the late 1800's,

and involvement

of cildren

from

and

Theireffortsconcentratedon

abuse, restricting

& Edwards,

children

wereintroducedtoadministrateoverchildrenandfamily'sbehavior.

educated

& Segal,

began to shift as

in the fields.

are valued

to

labor with the

declaring

labor.

upperclasswomenformedtheChildSaverMovement.

children

of children

the early 1900's

but children

Gustavsson

need of child

for children

for children's

economically

but rather cleansing

protecting

1973;

in immigration-

and urbanization

and the philosophies

neglected

1995).

neglect

increase

the necessity

social movements

Ewards,

institutions

labor was in the

laws.

1997)

recognized

Child

were not spared long twelve

(Geiser,

There was a decreased

The value of children
with

factories

By 1914 most states restricted

to provide

child

Children

War II, the needs and value

of industrialization

Their

1983).

days in dangerous

of industrialization

the changes
children.

& Nordgard,

the end of World

their role in society

for the family.

workhouses, orphanage placements, mills, factories, mines and

areas of apprenticeships,
other industries

and stability

courts

TheProgressiveEra

in issues dealing

1997).

juvenile

for

Much

withfamily

of this work

rights and activism

violence,

was done by college

into a larger

arena of social

40
justice.

It was a time when ideological

impacted

the role and value of children.

stronger
1996).

role as the guarantor
The philosophy
Children's

education.

as potential
neglect

as human

the growing

legislation
beings.

future.

provides

supportive

reflect

Efforts

Increased

and abuse reveal the importance

Goals such as stability

and academic

value that children

for the culhire's

for children
evidence

The knowledge
fields

that childrenfare

psychology

from

neglect

not as economic
of the long-term

and

sources but
effects

interventioninprotecting

of

children-

upon research

better by growing

children.

body of knowledge

children

andfounded

and

phases places

in younger

this growing

understanding

are strengthened

and influenced

base about children

such as child

are important

of society's

of children.

and developmental

to protect

play a

& Pritchard,

was most reinforced

skills that need to be fostered

of the goals of child protection

abuse stem from

necessity

and this
should

(Sharon

and supportive

of child development

on the social and cognitive

and the value of children

and equity

Era was caring

professional

were changing,

the idea that government

developmentally.

the understanding

views

opportunity

of economic

of children

different

Today

importance

of individual

value outside

has grownthrough

It ushered

of the Progressive

by increasedknowledge

Many

and perspective

that

up in stable

environments.
In contrast,
not by concern
politics

Pfohl

(1997)

of a child's

of cild

but rather was spurred

by social

and professional

examines

how physicians

welfare

that led to the identification

the issue of child
motives

of child

abuse to enhance

of the physicians

was to, "displace

their professional

the truth of a dominant

protection

legislation

advancing

technology

(Pfohl,

passing

of the horrors

abuse.

Pfohl

of child

children

was not the central

brought

child

abuse fonvard.

1985,

factor

p. 30).

Pfohl

but rathera

march

argues that the value

dominators

scientific
and concern

of professional

used
the
words

of the

came aboutfrom

that broughtforth

motivation

of examining

abuse in Pfohl's

One of the strongest

in the late 1960's,

and the doctors
abuse.

child

story about the humanitarian

in Congress,

in radiology

abuse was motivated

esteem. The effort

and how such efforts "discovered"

therapeutic interventionism"

Congress

argues that the "discovery"

in child

the
data before
for

enhancement
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Well-being:

Providing

Gifen
survival,

for CMldren's

(1986)

defines

the avoidance

for children
and protection
appropriate

from

All

health

humans

care.

nurturing

upholds

Universal

Our society

recognizes

environment

wherein

nourishment,

emotional

supervision"

(Hepworth

(attention,

& Larsen,

1993,

that these basic needs are not being met
household

sanitation,

neglected.
growth

physical

Such indicators

living

p. 214).

are: poor nutrition

repeated

request for food;

improper

clothing,

footwear

during

Ontario

ill fitting,

Association

(Hepworth

of Children's

Aid

and clotbjng
manifested

shabby worn-out

cold weather

approval

is enhanced

of self worth
When

parents

provide

& Larsen,

and Larsen,

and can be a contributing
or caregivers

for the child

describes

neglectful

adequate

food,

health

(Hepworth

treatment

of the child"

shelter

(ChildAbuse

as neglectful

as: "failure

Mayhall

well-being

ormedical
Reporting,

treatment.

unlaundered;
clothing

When

and
and

1983;
have basic

they are met well-

a child

develops

Federal

child

a sense

& Segal, 1994).

it is an act of omission
reporting

to

law

for reasons other than poverty,

care so as to seriously
1996,

stunted

& Norgard,

(Gustavsson

is

meals and/or

Not only do humans

of society

are signs

hygiene,

missed

diapers,

behavior.

With

and

can suggest that a child

lethargy;

1993;

to provide,

neglect

personal

do not meet the needs of children,

and defined

clothing,

member

housing

care, proper

by low birth weight;

1997).

1993).

and

and well-being
cloting,

lack of protective

needs but they also have desires and wants that motivate
being

for survival

physical

of child

unchanged

clotbing;

Societies,

need

basic

and encouragement)

Indications

unbathed,

health

and consistent

and NOFI'T),

poor hygiene,

and deserve

nutrition,

such as nutrition,

conditions,

Children

are best cared for in a "secure

affection,

(such as in the case of malnutrition

adequate

adequate

Areas

require

and mental

needs include

shelter,

stimulation.

or adult that are critical

sound physical

they receive

support

to: food,

love, and intellectual

that children

for

have the right to basic needs

the value that children

to maintain

1983).

children

child

needs essential

are met. The value of well-being

but are not limited

have basic needs whether

& Larsen,

and health

functioning

care, nurturing,

must be met at least partially
(Hepworth

and proper

The needs include

to be cared for, and our society
needs.

by the degree to whichthe

the conceptualizationthat

hann.

clothing,

well-being

of harm,

then supports

Basic Needs

Sec. 13031).

endanger
Child

the physical

protection
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legislation

holds

environments
Parental

the value

where

and Child

their

there

have

horrors

of abuse,

CAPI'A,

1974.

protected

with

respect

Then,

their

parental

social

policies

& Segal,

legislation

hold
These

Nordgard,

and well-being

away

rights

in the 1980's,

legislation
being

from

swings

a priority

1994).

What

means

Reforms

acts have

while

with

"Children

rights.

laws,

right

children
few

rights"

to choose

for themselves.

has placed

the responsibility

to meet

parents to meet the physical,
& Segal, 1994,

the needs

emotional,
p. 9).

intervene only when the parents
care.

A parent's
The

rights

assumption

children and the value of family
the family

during

the 1980's.

legal

and spiritual
procedures

on its own
protection
reality

privileges
& Segal,
They

legally.

yet they

(Mayhall

&

1994,

p. 5).

are viewed

as

assumes

that parents

needs of their

children"

the state has the right
standards

of

to

of proper

child

in legislation.

has fueled

is still

have

and it is the responsibility

are in the best position

right

to these services

of children

"Society

to the community's

is evident

preservation
This

children

intellectual

over the cild's
that parents

the parents.

of their

do not uphold

visible,

Ratherthangrantchildren

onto

Tttrough

to be

and

more

But this is a false

(Gustavsson

and

right

to balance

and child

are granted

the

a child's

infant

the circumstance

the

preservation

become

welfare,

rights.

improved

Rather,

the power

labor

family

children

from

following

trying

does a malnourished

have certain

are afforded

are not given

by vulnerable

in child

greatly

parents

States

these rights

children

towards

do not have an enforceable

children

and with

swept

to

In the United

to protect

Yet,

for help?

are in the best position

(Gustavsson

childrenfrom

has been moving

rights,

vulnerableanddependentbuttobedeservinghumanetreatment.

rights, society

to protect

rights.

faced

children

today

have basic

to parental
The latest

and child

In an effort

quickly

to the idea that children

1983).

Children

often

decades

As problems

legislative

do not provide

rights

that its citizens

the theme.

rights.

to demand

efforts

last three

of responsibility.

were

safety

overthe

of parental

in response

emerge.

(Gustavsson
accord

amount

cildren

became

children

and belief

a certain

reunification

are compromised.

and health

concepts

value

citizens

safety

regarding

the fundamental

is a strong

childrenthrough

Rights

Legislation
balance

of well-beingfor

strong

to provide

a focus
today,

for the needs

on legislation

and only

under

of their

that supported
aggravated

43
circumstances
first.

when the child's

Children's

responsibility
parents

interests

safety is clearly

are still predominately

does not include

hold primary

been allotted

child

responsibility

a greater

rearing,

second to parental

rights.

The state's

rather this is the role of the family.

in providing

share of rights

the child's life come

at risk does protecting

for the needs of children,

(Gustavsson

Because

they in turn have

& Segal, 1994).

Analysis/Critique
Deliberate
mandated
levels

underfeeding

reporters

of parental

discord,

neglect.

poverty,

(Schmitt

to CPS.

helping

involvement

NOFI'T

child

protection

its complexity.

reporting

protected

and treated

strengths

and weaknesses

from

underfeeding

found

problems

that home health
Schimitt

like marital

legislation

is carried

(p. 246)."

and protection.

and treating

arranged

(1989)

by

report

Children

that

who have

Since the primary

out by CPS, this analysis

investigating

stresses

care visits

and Mauro

in these cases is critical

by

and often various

drug abuse and other environmental

(1976)

reports,

by law must be reported

often have significant

these types of families.

is to (l)

this critique.

neglect

laws.

is intricate

cildren

Subsequent

(3) permanency
and objectives
environmentforthe

planning
overlap.

to the policies
the strengths

childrenfrom

(4) family

and limitations

examines

role

the

who are in need of

the horrors

permanency

This analysis

them out.
children

of this policy

in support

a cild

planning
follow

due to
are the

NOFTT

are

There

are both

from

neglect-

are founded
the highest

The
upon the

goal and

be the focus

of (2) stability

and (5) adoption.

will

child neglect

of abuse, and this will

follow

in protecting

issue to tackle

with

strive to reach. Predominantly

preservation

For example,

home.

on how children

in place to protect

goals and objectives

child requires

a new adoptive

focuses

in place regarding

of these laws as CPS carries

that the policies
protect

in nature and a difficult

social policy

This analysis

in context

used to determine

goals and objectives

provide

Kempe

The most significant

mandated

objective

housing,

suffer

which

and care.

The issue of child

criteria

families

neglect

and are in need of intervention

role CPS plays in receiving
protection

of child

children

of a social worker

are neglected

of fulfilling

NOFI'T

1989).

CPS were effective
"the

NOFTI'

inadequate

& Mauro,

is aform

of

for cildren

In some cases the goals

and providing
to eitherpreserve

a stable
the family

the path that a child

with

or

NOFI'T
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takes when entering
reporting

into the protection

laws, and will

reports,

screening

examine

reports,

and services

the criteria

investigating,

brought

mandatory

about through

above in CPS role of receiving

mentioned

and treatment.

Reporting
The most comprehensive
mandated
million

reporting

alleged

determined
whose

laws.

reports

The majority

needs are not being

Abuse

A child

Prevention

laws for child

60,000

agencies

received

maltreatment
estimated

growing

reports

and referred

(NCPCA,

3,195,000

intheUnitedStates.

at an astounding

19%).

in 1989 (McCurdy

to 1.1 million

reports

1998).

A staggering

of reports

of child

Child

reporting

in 1980 and doubled
In 1996

of alleged
of reports

44 children

and

care or

& Daro, 1992).

2,025,956

is

three

adequate

rate since the Federal

A year later in 1997 the number

(NCPCA,

screened

states to enact mandatory

in 1974 increased

for investigation

an estimated

that are received,

to CPS. The number

of 1973 required

in less than a decade to 2.4 million

here, with

who appears not to be receiving

andTreatmentAct

abuse.

body in child maltreatment

begin

& Dam, 1992)

met may be reported

to CPS is consistently

legislative

of CPS efforts

a year (McCurdy

by investigation.

maltreatment

andfundamental

reported

CPS

child
rose to an

for every

1,000

Thesereportsarereceivedfromconcernedcitizensandmandated

reporters.
Despite
reported.

the increasing

number

The law can not begin

to protect

ofneglectuntilafterareportismade.
a policy

does not protect

reaching

childrenwho
Many

unreported.

children

not all cases of child

children

children

who are not reported.

and theirfamilies

where child

are isolated

are neglected

neglect

is often over looked

effects

There

are several

instances

where

goes simply

who live in impoverished
because many signals

of a neglected

Inthissituation,childneglectbecomesasymptomof

distress and a very expensive

and complex

legislative

bodies do not wish to tackle.

An average

is between

the damaging

and child neglect

children

economic

neglect

or abuse are

are neglectedisdifficult.

childmergewithseverepoverty.

child

who are suffering

neglect

Mandatedchildmaltreatmentreportinglegislationas

More complicated

environments

of reports,

$5,000

to $10,000,

which

economic
annual

problem

income

is significantly

that most

of a family

reported

less than families

with

45
reported

to CPS for otherforms

neglect

steps outside

neglectful

of social policy

parenting

our society.
reporting

of child

behaviors,

Within

but

the limitations

as a policy

becomes

maltreatment

(Bath

when the contributing
are the results
of reaching

increasingly

& Haapala,
factors

of economy

all children

ineffective

1993).

Child

are not damaging

and resource

distribution

who are neglected,

in

mandated

when the law is outrightly

not

followed.
When
CPS agencies
Kalichman

(Besharov

1983;

maltreatment

considered

maltreatmentis

& Brosig,

Newberger,

surveyed

child

& Laumann,

1993;

& Anter,

is punishable

not reporting

19%;

National

Zellman

45% of school

present some mandated
Compaan,

Center
1990).

workers

because

Abuse

still do notreportto

& Levine,

Doueck

nationally

that mandated

lack of confidence
Compaan,

of their concerns

regarding

statewide

1998);

& Levine,

lack of understanding

1997;

the stress of filing

system(Zellman&Antler,
or not taken seriously
experience

with

(Rickford,

1995).

a report

(Levine

et. al, 1995;

CPS produced
Newberger

laws. However,
Study

of Child

Incidence

Study

of ChildAbuse

with

& Broadhurts,

hospitals
1996).

detecting

& Laumann,
Auditor,

symptoms

Doueck,

& Levine;

(1983)

Abuse

tripling

Zellman

more harmful

1989);

to a

1997;

State of Minnesota,

of abuse and neglect

& Levine,

1997;

Levin,

a sense of fnistration

found

& Antler,

1990);

resultsforfamilies
that hospitals

failed

was noted between

and Neglect

(NIS-2)

and even

than helpful

should have beenreported

improvement

Incidence

(NIS-3),

cite reasons extending

with

the

1990);themandatedreporter'sjudgmentwouldbequestioned,

half of the cases of maltreatmentthat
reporting

They

(Besharov

(Coompaan,

(Watson

in Minnesota

CPS not responding

of the Legislative

and educationfor

and of the law and their responsibilities
1983);

Office

When

Otherresearchhas

do not report.

in the system to help the children

Doueck,

child

This is the case in Minnesota.

and 18% of pediatricians

reporters

1988;

to report

adequately(OfficeoftheLegislativeAuditorStateofMinnesota,199).
found

1997;

and Neglect,

In most states, failure

as a misdemeanor.

social

on Child

reporters

to report
according

intervention

to CPS almost
to mandated

the 1987 Second

and the 1993 Tird

past

National

National

andNeglect
their rate of recognizing

maltreatment

of children

(Sedlack
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While
Sklaren

physicians

(1984)

reporting

cite five

to CPS.

are required

to report

reasons why NOFI'T

Some physicians

draws

do not know

often have a lack of understanding

agencies

if a report

to their contacting

specific

concerns

who to contact
which

Berkowitz

to a physician

in

or how to report.

results

and

CPS

in an inadequate

Physiciansdonotreceivesupportfromtheir

is appropriate.

CPS which

they are reluctant.

of NOFTT

investigationinthephysician'sjudgment.
colleagues

NOFTT,

Physicians

are concerned

could negatively

interfere

about the parental

response

with the physician/parent

relationship.
Perceptions
may be reported
child

and definitions

and investigated

maltreatment

of child

in another

physical

witnessing

While

to cases of neglect.

child

neglect

they were more likely

and 24% of emotional

startling

considering

neglect.

Issues of class and race also appearto

that overhalf

and more affluent
In addition

neglect

children

to nonreporting

and resources

reporting

down

with what is reportable.

of CPS, time and resources

(Besharov

circumstances

populated

1997).

Minnesota
where
percent

county

1997).

85% of fatal or

But when

Only 15% of educational
by professionals.
alleged

reports

CPS reporting,

(Mackner,
child

Tis

as under-reporting

maltreatment

honest people
Unfounded

is

are that of child

Starr, & Black,

of

1997).

reportingfaces
However,

wanting

reports

that then can not focus

falling

behind

In turn cildren

requires

several
remain

a three day response,

the child is in imminent
of Minnesota

reported

to protect

consume

on children

the time

that are in

Moreandmorereports,oftenfalse,loga

in agencies

& Laumann,

environments.

Ninety-one

resulting

affect

involves

What

serious forms

Afewfalsereportsaredeliberate.

realdangerandfamiliesthatneedservices.
system

maltreatment

and bias reporting,

or uiounded

but are confused

not to report.

have been found

anotherchalienge,inappropriatereporting.
most inappropriate

& Laumann,

cases were reported

of all child

families

are more apt to report

Professionals

abuse cases they saw (Besharov

not reporting.

in one state may not be considered

professions

neglect,

white

to professionals

as childmaltreatment

state.

abuse, this is contrary

serious

also contribute

counties

was only able to respond

weeks

in responding

in vulnerable

and dangerous

and even sooner under

danger or in cases of infant

are able to comply.
within

to reports

medical

neglect.

Yet, the most heavily

three days with forty-four

percent

of
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reports

during

1994-1996

Mandating
neglect.

(Office

laws in themselves

It is just the entrance

impression

that CPS agencies

for each report
Behrman,

of the Legislative

into the CPS system.
will

Mandatory

State of Minnesota,

do not care or protect

reporting

children

Reporting

be able to investigate

made to help the family

1998).

Auditor,

from

NOFI'T

volume

of reports

and provide

and protectthe

child

is not intended

to be child

when used appropriately

and marks

it was first enacted

since

professionals
reporting

consistently

continue

growing

services

(Lamer,

and treatment

Stevenson,

protection.

to report

laws it is a constant

child

And despite

sobering

Withthe

improvement

and change in CPS role

and early 1970's.

neglect

&

each year it appears to serve its role

a significant

the late 1960's

in

and

laws give a misleading

theerrorsthatoccurinreportingitistheentrancegatetoCPSinvolvement.
enormous

1998).

As the general

and abuse through

reminder

established

of the grave national

public

and

mandated

problem

of child

maltreatment.
Screenine
Once a report
not.

The case is screened

reports
Yet

is given CPS has a responsibility

continue

staffing

to determine

to rise so does the severity

and resources

investigational

cases (English,

and resources

Reports

of childmaltreatmentthat

common

place, given lower

most commonform
Often

as less important

neglect

are just as damaging,

cases are frequently

are being routinely

overlooked

link to poverty.

investigated

is child

or traumatic

Some workers

1995).

or given

Further

of
1995).

the volume

of

grow and
cases waiting.

more severe reports.
receiving

over

The
half of all

and sexual abuse child
Long-term

effects

are life threatening.

dismissing

of

But

bum marks,

such a low priority

complicating

hold biases, simply

or

ten years ago, today are

for a child.
neglect

severe"

as shaken baby or patterned

out of a system

(English,

As reports

neglect,

of physical

and severe cases of child

screened

handle

often leave "less

brutality

is often not as tangible

to CPS (English,

1996).

and set aside to deal with

of child maltreatmentreported

cases are viewed

neglect's

priority

reported

& Zigler,

systems

As the number

to appropriately

were thoroughly

times because of the visual

because the evidence

of problems

Kaufman

do not, prioritizing

neglect

neglect

1997;

if it is substantiated

an investigation.

have not been increased

staffing

reports.

if it merits

to determine

the situation
a neglect

that they
is child
case

48
citing

that thefamily

lower.
large

As community
segments

children

temper.

Boisen,

not realizing

tolerance

grows

of our population

and if the cild

Child

standards

for poor

withouthealth

protection

is in immediate

their

housing,

needs for a child

inadequate

care, acceptable

screeners

harm,

of basic

stnuggle

home

to determine

to open a casefor

family

income,

and

environments

the severity

investigation

were

for

of neglect,

(Wattenberg

&

1997).
Due

triage

is poor,

center

State funded
of neglect

to shrinking
where

only

CPS intake

"immediate

harm"

grants

on Child

Abuse

by the National

Center

cases get screened

does not have physical
without

resources

specific

the case workers

received

not in immediate

harm

screening

process

department

out of the system

signs like

allegations.

for these families.

physical

this title

risk ratings

abuse cases where

evidence

risk"

is clearly

revealed

tend to be more

services

(English,

lower

priority

a crisis

in Washington
that the majority

vague

with "low

apt to believe

it is notable

into

Because

that with

or screened

neglect
and made

risk."

When

that the child

1997).

cases wmch in turn resulted

are given

While

was

this

consistency
in few
out

this

services

in contrast

cildmaltreatmentinvestigationisneeded.

criteria, which help workers to determine

if a

Sixty-fourpercentofpediatriciansreportthat

rarely, or never" adequately informed about county screening

criteria (Office of the Legislative

Auditor,

State of Minnesota, 1998). NOFIT

often

is

solely viewed as a medical problem, treatable in the hospital setting and does not receive
attention of CPS. Because a child with NOFI'T

is hospitalized,

it is not viewed

immediate danger. Thus, the case is often screened out of receiving
the problem of child neglect. A 1994fifty
screened out, receiving nofurther
are investigated,
(Waldfogel,

as in

an investigation

into

state survey found that 50% of all cases are

action. Of the remaining

50% maltreatment

reports

20% will be closed and only 30% substantiated and opened by CPS

1998).

to

observable.

Some CPS agencies have screening

they were "sometimes,

A study

an investigation.

they were

the nation,

to neglect

Cases of neglect

and Neglect

reports

did not render

across

has turned

these cases are classified

of "low

and therefore

process

investigation.

without

abuse,

As a result

is not standard

gave lower

screening

that

the
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Investigating
In addition

to screening

cases for investigation,

screeningcasesduringinvestigation.
risk assessment

"intermediate"

nor can it accurately
workers

risk levels.

predict

thought

even

(Aanerican

Humane

if a child

and Neglect

recognized

reported

will

an alleged

being the increasing
affect

the quality

report

1993).

the child's

The child

death.

investigating

cry, with
Protection

case workers
than
level,

1992).

reaching

its capacity

of the children

ability

to thoroughly

issues need to be addressed,

case loads of workers

old child's

had four case workers,

death during

which

this

directly

all of which

CPS supervision

left the department

said that he could not spend sufficient

giving

yisits,

(Besharov

as many

The Child

amount

1996).

League

of America

between

& Broadhurst,

many cases of child

nationally

to the maltreated

the achial

numbers

the NIS-2

before

of time

Reports

as 100 or more cases per worker

Welfare

speaks

because he was tied down with

& Laumann,

that CPS systems

to respond

that while

consistent

had risen (Sedlak
While

Study of Child

(1988)

do not carry more than 17 open cases and that investigators

by noting

CPS remained

other

and the larger

of a five-month

12 cases. The NIS-3 reported

concluded

maltreatment,

of cases and paperwork

Services,

important"

investigation.

One worker

some departments

that only 14% of

were "very
Incidence

Some

1996).

the case, let alone make minimum

overabundance

tool is complete

or abused again.

28 percent

is to aid in a worker's

of reports

of a worker's

to this problem.

National

The

"low,"

One study showed

instruments

The Tird

& Broadhurst,

of child

number

The investigation

not be neglected

when available.

If the goal of risk assessments
investigate

or will

with "no,"

no risk assessment

that CPS only investigated

as abused (Sedlack

of poor investigations.

tool that rates families

that the risk assessment

Association,

to criticism

Unfortunately,

do not use risk assessments,

the workers

Abuse

in response

has a risk assessment

and "igh"

are also used in

NCCANhasfundedmultipleinitiativesregarding

tools and instruments,

State of Minnesota

risk assessments

child

of countable

and NIS-3,

repeat this

(Child

recommends

a saturation

population.

This was

children

investigated

of maltreated

by
children

1996).
neglect

are screened

out, the increasing

that

not have more

have reached

the numbers

an

concern

of

50
reporting

professionals

half of school
rarely,

social workers

or never"

Auditor,

and 38 percent

records,

CPS worker
parental

discovered

1998).

reports

reports,

worker.

maltreatment

agreed that CPS "sometimes,

of pediatricians

Poor investigating

and supplementary

etc.).

to have suffered

children's

Over

thoroughly cases of child neglect (Office of the Legislative

investigated

State of Minnesota,

comparing

are not investigated well.

is that those that are investigated

of child

half of the children
(Kaufman,

(medical

CPS cases 45% of children

more severe episodes

that were not reported

in a study

sources of information

Of the examined

In addition,

is also evident

maltreatment

also experienced

Jones, Stiegliez,

were

by the

than reported
additional

Vitulano

types of

& Mannario,

1994).
Over 70% of all reported
investigation(Waldfogel,
abuse orneglect
"low-risk."

cases are closed nationwide

1998).

is not sufficient

by the end of a CPS

Aninvestigatorwillseektocloseacaseiftheevidenceof
to remove

the child from

the home or the family

is labeled

Inmakingtheseimportantdecisionsnotonlyisthechild'ssafetyof

importance

but also the availability

often viewed
received

of services.

as secure when the child

some short-term

with NOFI'T,

treatment

it generally

In the case of NOFTT,

has gained weight

in the hospital.

fits the criteria

the child's

in the hospital

safety is

and the family

has

Thus, if a case is opened for a child

to be closed prematurely.

Treatment
The majority

of policy

that is where legislation
established
allocated
Cild

for investigating

investigating
emphasis

and preventative
investigation

resources

are thinned

Many

CAPTA

child

in child

abuse and neglect.

to have reporting

laws.

not to help at-risk

1993;

1983).

Zigler,

abuse and neglect.

reports

measures.

continual

cases only receive

Today,

While

maltreatment
Financial

reports,

incentives

As a result money

famiIies

the system

has been

(US Advisory
reflects

treatment

the policy's
in providing

(Kaufman

Board

this focus

strength
minimal

& Zigler,

1996),

is to assure space for
services

because its

responsibilities.

an investigation.

and

were

As a result the system has a stronger

over rendering

it creates a weakness
with

rooted

these reports,

of child

on investigating

services
proper

and Neglect,
reports

is historically

began to tackle

for states through

Abuse

work

It stands to reason that cases of

of

on
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unsubstantiatedcbildabuseorneglectwouldnotreceiveservicesortreatment,
the reports
found

after

in studying

maltreatment
percent
Daro,

of proven

failure.

in reporting

child

neglect

Discouraging,

McCurdy

that investigations

receive

any type

into

sustained

of intervention

cases and or abuse do not receive

and Daro
child

by CPS.

services

(1993)

Forty

(McCurdy

&

that do work

1994).

to effect

Perhaps

child

with

child

lasting

change

one of the reasons

neglect

neglect

cases hold

intrinsically

with

these families

that workers

are reluctant

cases is the overwhelming

feeling

thattheir

negative

(Minty

&

to provide
efforts

result

in

Daro(1988)observedthatonlyfortypercentofneglectingfamiliesprovidelasting

change

with

physical

interventions.

or sexual

resistant

been more

funding

is invested

This

abuse.

to current

interventions

for child

such as a lack

of time

may

violence,

A large

notjust

severe

care which

Services,

and family
to fulfill

number

be dealing

poverty
limit

(1998)
initiatives.

the majority

related

hindered

duties.

of families
child

the effectiveness

and child

care issues

appointments

such as doctor

activities,

by restrictions

is the

there

has

of CPS worker's
and not therapeutic

that CPS workers

issues

regarding

have multiple

issues

and problems.

neglect
There

and NOFI'T

may be difficulties

of available

services.

treatment

are

A CPS

in a case but also a history
with

transportation

Interestingly

there

and

are many

Ifafamilystniggleswith

it may be difficult

to reach

services

and necessary

visits.

When treatment is provided, the CPS workers often have a difficult
services and therapeutic interventions.
cases were reported to CPS, the families
very difficult

neglect

However,

servicesavailablebuttheyareoftendisjointedanddisconnected.
transportation

that child

cases of

In the last decade

However,

and court

is often

abuse.

contends

with

1992).

their

with

or dtug

Daro

and treatment.
paperwork,

Protection

rate than interventions

and treatment

for intervention

(Child

lower

his research

prevention

in investigation,

extensive.

is a much

From

Treatment

worker

child

to be false.

do not always

workers

treatmentfor

more

trends

of the possibility

Pattinson,

feel,

yielded

1993).

perceptions

time

current

in homes

Social

most

investigation

giventhat

Gonsowski-Dentz
were

(p. 2)."

delivering

(1998) found that once NOFTT

noted to become "defensive,

with in treating children for NOFI'T

time

hostile,

In cases of NOFI'T,

and

when

of

52
parents

are unable

considered

at-risk

as a specific
Wortham
1986;

intervention
1984;

Hufton

1989;

Singer,

1984;

in treating

referred

per height

at thirty-six

receivedintensive

1987).

weights

This,

be improved
Dentz

social

like
upon

(1998)

experience
While
children
However,

after

discharge

study

to facilitate
growth

the involvement

to cases in which

support

for the family

policies

regarding

idea of damage
with

NOFI'T.

worsens
for itself,
protects

control
Without

exponentially.
these children
Social

addressing
or crisis
swift

not be removed

barriers
issues

intervention

and aggressive

Because

child

are especially
policies

they

simply

NOFI'T

NOFIT
vulnerable.

that are designed

the home

groups,
group.

appointments.

risen

Effective

goals

and

social

traditionally

and caused

has

damaged.

The

nor care for cildren

and treatment
a population

that

and services

The system

In protecting
with

Gonsowksi-

CPS intervention.

of missed

does not protect

strikes

can

who

the two

wellbeing.

have

intervention

in NOFIT

Strategies

to overcome.

after

& Fallstrom,

andtreatmentmeasures
from

the child's

who

than the non-CPS

the number

per

interventions

for children.

between

weight

preventative

and improve

have many

growth

of Alternative

emphasize

children

CPS treatment

with

weight

in weight

(Kristiansson

growth

CPS

had lower

a difference

to those that do not receive

andAnalysis

will

diagnosis

All

&

Schmitt

of twelve

traditional

diagnosed

did gain more

the child

can enrich

efforts,

its future.

for children

of CPS did not decrease

children

residual

and weight

Eight

1989).

care

& Wooldridge,

Traditional

as hoped.

that traditional

are

1984; Casey,

1987;

1990).

in Sweden

group

alternatives

pertain

provided

conducted

Endert

& Fallstrom,

& Drotar,

in height

Identification

1992;

of NOFTT

difference

in the CPS involvement

& Sklaren,

treatmentbeyondthe

of CPS compared

was no measurable

Thefollowing

(Sturm

height

outcomes

The use of foster

but did not show

suggests

stronger

care.

Sklaren,

at the time

in a study

the previous

& Lopez,

1984;

of diagnosis

the children

(Berkowitz

not as successful

neglect

program,

a foster

Kristiansson

and psychological

involvement

there

1977;

is often

and heights

studied

de la Parra

& Fagan,

at the time

months

into

cases is prevalent

Singer

to CPS for child

treatment

and pfaced

& Oats,

NOFI'T

percentages

had higher

removed

Colombo,

1979;

children

a recommended

in NOFI'T

Holmes,

involvement

with

and often

& Nelson,

Mauro,

height

to comply

the child's

situation

that can not advocate
children,

the nation

and objectives

for safety

and
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protection

only step into play after a child

alternatives
measures

presented
already

community

here suggest a shift in public

in place, to reevaluate

wrap around

Strengthening

existing

When

has been exposed

traditional

to focus on strengthening

risk-assessment,

and to promote

programs
a policy

itoften

can be fnistrating

thatisnotworkingaswashopedordesigned.
ideas often overshadow

overhaul

train personnel,

habits.

Focusing

to strengthen

already

in place and working

and overwhelming

looking

what is already

educate

the public,

and expand

already

is cost effective.

working.

convert

existing

It can be costly

systems

& Cacley,

by not receiving

successful

programs

One of the most successful

funding

1995).

to provide

in 1972 by Congress,

and childhood

development

persons.

has been sighted

participants

(Rush,

the program

include:

weight,
(Albers,
19%;

decreased
1994;

Finison,
Rush,

1984;

Buescher,

social

Gershoff,
Machala
Sloan,

Seaver,

Garbowski,

Infants

and children

vitamin

A, vitamin

1986;

Margen,

King

& Miner;
Alvir

participating

increased

Kahler,

Kulka

1988;

Stochbauer,

& Holt,

and receiving

WIC

Hirschaman

One study found

Sloan,

services

& Buck;

Anderka
& Horvitz,

1987;

Alvir,

Stochbauer,

have higherdietary

& Thomas

1990;

that infants

mothers

Duffy

Leighton,

Brown

and children

of

birth

& Heitt;

Johnson

Rush,

higher

Watkins

Schwartz,

Kenny,

among

indicators

levelsfor

O'Shea,

Kotelchuck,

Rush, Alvir,

Successful

Brown,

outcome

problems

hemoglobin

1993;

1966;

1982;

1988).

1988;

et al., 1988).

Punt

to qualified

rate of breast-feeding,

blood

& Lenihan;

birth

supports

& Garbowski,

C, and iron (Batten,

has

be served (Avruch,

nutrition-related

& Garbowski,

& Jewell,

1991;

In fact, WIC

aid in improving

and nutritional

and improved

Nelson

it deserves.

programs

reducing

Alvir,

Reed & Austin,

Johnson,

Rush, Leighton,

WIC

cost savings,

mortality

programs,

has been proven.

educational

Sloan,

Larson,

support

that are

(WIC)has

to all those that could

as effectively

Medicaid

neonatal

Leighton,

through

Leighton,

Caan, Horgen,

1992; Kennedy,

services

Yet its success and impact

Established

WIC

the policy

to

and break old

theSpecialSupplementalNutritionProgramforWomen,InfantsandChildren

never received

atall

Thelatestmediarelease,researchfindings

or new innovative

often been neglected

The

services.

examining

a system,

policy

to unsafe environments.

&
1988;
Horvitz,
1986).
intakes

& Tieman,

of
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participating
(Hicks

in WIC

& Lingham,
With

worthwhile
benefit

also were noted to have igher

federally
with

evidence

funded

service,

cildren

nutrition

designed

to offer.

referrals

and working

of success and effectiveness
which

WIC

services

is a valuable

and expertise

it inadverently

in conjunction

coping

with NOFI'T,

of heaping families

also has a history

help reduce

offers

Already

to families

with

informationandeducationtomothers.
promotion

than nonparticipants

CPS (Porter,

with

1996).

services

it is already

other supportive

WIC

provides

The NIS-2
families

found

with

be neglected"
were40
and48

related

that families

annual

risks (Avruch,

Punt & Cackley,

nutritional

1995).

WIC

to experience

more times likely
& Broadhurt,

mothers,

infants

interventions
of the first
experienced

to experience
1996).

and children

studies of WIC's
an acceleration

They

have even written

goals and services

WIC

found

of growth

to tmve
publications

of WIC

physical

With

naturally

with

below

neglect
services

$15,000 as compared

underthe

NOFI'T.

Because

provide

existing

designed
One

& Owen,

of WIC's

to educational
& Wooldrdge,

services

Standard

in WIC

(Owen

of the nature

(Endert

criteria

with NOFI'T.

who participated

and length/height

to to

to reach low income

to helpfamilies

and pertinent

Standard

and educationally

in weight

to

cildren

Endanget'ment

are designed

that children

about NOFTT

times more likely

under the Harm

supplementation

are important

of maltreatment.

this same comparison

neglect

that can be expanded

goal for children

the issues of infantfailure

incomes

p. 15).

with nutritional

benefits

every category

per year were over44

physical

Because

is an ideal program

a very desirable

1996,

provides
Family

rate innearly

above $30,000

& Broadhurt,

more times likely

(Sedlack

to the incidence

that earned "annual

incomes

(Sedlak

service

Interventionsthatpromoteeffectivehealth

behavioral

is significantly

thatwould

serves as a

theseservicestowomen,infantsandchildrenthatfallbelowthepovertyline.
income

and

WithminimaleffortWICcouldprovideneeded

and education

WIC

already

that have NOFI'T.

preventativeprogramforNOFIT.
supplemental

abilities

1985).

such supportive

families

cognitive

1997),

services,

training.
1986).

that can benefit

Program

children

with

NOFI'T.
Dualtrack
Currently

CPS spends a large portion

of resources

in investigation.

"The

primary
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of the investigation

purpose

the adult perpetrator"
intmsive

(Besharov

Waldfoger,
never

(Wald'fogel,

and adversarial

families

1998).

is to establish
1998,

& Laumann,
There

19%;

are a large number
and, with

their problems
traditional

from

with

services

escalating.

safety.

When

one route investigating

The system is stnxctured
children.
child

CPS workers

1998;

support

Kaufamn

systems

witin

would

into a different

into two different

an alternative

aggressive

parents

investigation.

and CPS workers

investigation

would

interventions

are likely

be reserved

These investigations

system.
and protect

go forth

with

is geared toward

partnership.

necessary

are adversarial,

1998).

assessment

focusing

assessment

has a service-orientated

placements

is collectedforthe

to law enforcement

strengths

include

a referral

a much more friendly
and needs to better
CPS workers

investigations

and neglect.

In turn CPS can provide

in lowerriskcategories

no support.

between

the family.

on assessing

The

the

ItpermitsCPStolimitthe

for only the most serious cases of suspected
assessment

that in a traditional

A dual track system provides

expenditure

voluntary

support

focus

children'ssafetyandfamilyneedstobettersupportthefamilies.
and intrusive

judicial

andmust

approach.

authoritative

and involuntary

about the alleged

The second track promotes
on the family's

evidence

The traditional

in that they gather evidence

perpetrator,

(Waldfoger,

the

Therelationship

for cases where court-ordered

and the alleged

or without

Thesecondfocusesonfamily

so thatproperand

The investigations

abuse orneglect

resource

to the

a two route system that

assessmentandsupportiveserviceswithvoluntaryparentalparticipation.

families

to help stop

routes to better serve families

parent'sconsentandareexpedient,within24hours.

process.

opportunity

Thefirstisthefamiliartraditionalinvestigationwhichestablishesthesafetyofthe

through

between

do not appear

the community

response

1996;

to CPS that will

provided,

be to implement

and

& Zigler,

These cases pose an excellent

such cases are reported,

places low risk cases in need of services

of

and disttaust between

or referred

procedure

and the identity

are often extensive,

of cases that are reported
proper

offered

victim

These investigations

Gonsowski-Dentz,

a serious threat to the child's

for CPS intervention

p. 106).

and cause more damage

enter into the court system

to present

the safety of the child

investigation

and service-orientated
system would

the opportunity
and services.

responses

generally

to provide

receive

a better balance

The premise

abuse

to
little
in

is that some cases

or
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are

inneedof

benefit

traditional

from

less aggressive

are not drained
prioritizing
child

investigationto

solely

confirmmaltreatmentwhile

investigation

in rigorous

system arrives.

othercases

in turn for offering

investigations

In this manner

regardless

child neglect

of services.

like neglect

Since resources

of the family's

needs, a new

cases are not in competition

with

abuse cases.
Key for the successful

efforts

in a dual track process is that screening

risk-assessment

checklistand

scales that differentiate

and the workers

are qualified,

fully

that the staff be well trained
that cases should
existed

be assigned

(Waldfogel,

CPS investigation,

that engage the families

and recommend

services

in need of services
permits

resources

1999,

(Lamer,

in voluntary
Stevenson

could more quickly
to be redirected

p. 113).

are proven

"to

or

effective,

system

are established

response

demands
emphasize

unless as compelling

reason

For the cases that do not require

efforts

are rerouted

towards

information-

assessment

thatfocus

onfarnily

strengths,

& Behrman,

access them.

towards

reports

The dual-track

of screening

to the new assessment

and often adversarial

gathering

and educated.

and that new forms

to do an investigation"

rigorous

trained

between

systems

1998).

In addition

An alternative

services.

cases that are

system such as this

It also provides

CPS agencies

to help

familiesandprotectcildreninamoreproactivemannerratherthanrespondpunitively.
positive
found

outcome

of running

greaterfamily

trails of a dual-tracking

satisfaction

be bettered

served in a positive

aggressive

investigation

families

relationships

Community

impact

to provide

supportive

forfamilies

with

CPS strained

1998).

In context

approach

given the findings

the emphasis

positively

judgments

supportive

system implemented
to NOFTT,

than the traditional

of Gonsowski-Dentz

in Florida
children

model

of

which

found

benefits

that

(1998)

State
would

and difficult.

wrap-around

Decreasing

low-risk

(Waldfogel,

A

CPS as well

on risk assessment

as the families

interventions

the relationship
upon a family

and children

in place of making

between

worker

damage

CPS'

in need of support.

has several

andfamily
ability

A shiftfrom

threateningdoorfocusingonfamilystrengthsand"needs."

they serve.

categorical
is changed

to provide
determining

notable

positive
"guilt"

If CPS is permitted

decisions
dramatically.

of high-risk
Such

services

and treatments

and "risk"

open a non-

Thisplacestheattentionon

or
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facilitating

the provision

& Ziger,

19%).

rigorous

and aggressive

focusing

on family

increased
wich

of services

For cases that will
intervention,

their families

to involve
live.

families,

employment

There

medical
training,

that more protective
However,

community

and families

systems

strategies

local services

1998).

1992).

from

alternative

the hostility

can improve

services.

and mistrust

When

and housing
services

aid.

comprehensive

nutritional

CPS workers

have

they

programs

context

(Hawkins

that exist to serve cildren
nutritional

in

(Lamer,

and prevention

and

and food programs,

are still poorly

are needed (Gustavsson

served.

Some argue

& Segal, 1994).

support

and food programs

in dealing

for families

with

root issues.

serves a desperate

For example,

providing

need, but not

comprehensivelywhensubstanceabusedetersamotherfromfeedingherchild.
of NOFI'T

involves

nutritionist

and also the support

transportation,

many treatment

medical

issues such as substance
The concept
community-based
the strengths

services

of social

insurance

formal

services

Treatment

medical

to help with

care of doctors,
basic services

and food stuffs and frequently

abuse, history

of cornrnunity

interdisciplinary

of the child

needs from

service

and family.

that CPS is unable

of violence,

wrap around

child

services

offers

Offering

families

family

that centers on

the community

services

a more stable and long-term

such as

a specific

the family
witin

nurses,

etc.

is to implement

team to help support

to provide.

other complex

attachment,

It calls upon the expertise

needs, rather than crisis intervention,
children.

by

mostfamiliesreceivingprotectiveserviceshavemultipletreatmentneedsanddo

not receive

provide

support

with the communities

in community

services,

Yet, children

for children

more

of the communities

intervention

are a large array of programs
school

family

require

that CPS often encounters

nature thattargetthefamily

care programs,

(Kaufman

and which

they come in contact

The most promising

are those that are ecologicalin
& Catalono,

children

This can give them greater understanding

serve, and help to overcome
& Bean,

and support

not enter into the court

needs and incorporating

opportunity

Stevenson

to protect

to

that meet their
protection

for

ThisisparticularlyimportantforchildrenwithNOFI'T,ashospitalizationmore

often than not provides
reoccurring

an environment
or treatthe

for nutritional
environmental

growth,
factors

but does not prevent

NOFTT

from

neglect.

Withchild-centeredandfamilyfocusedservicesthatarecommunity-based,

the

that gave rise to the child's
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providers

are able to design

(Kaufman

& Edward,

conducted

A large

NOFI'T

is pertinent
families

and expertise
approach
wealth
Growth

and Nutrition
that brings

participants
treating

their

together
specific

of research

and necessary.

in conjunction

of knowledge

and nutrition

profession.

is critical

for cMldren

advocacy

growth

proportion

by the medical

knowledge

to meet the unique

needs of each family

1996).

The issue of child
pediatricians.

interventions

with

a child

Childhood

a cross-disciplinary

a stronger

has been

of health

within

NOFI'T,

such medical

resources

wrap

with

around

professionals

are ideal

clinics

provide

a

The Children's

teaching,

research

and community

in supporting

the context

services

intervention

NOFTT.

provides

in servicing

community

and nutrition

children

Such efforts

needs comprehensively

of NOFTI'

established

for example,
team

of many

community

growth

in treating

in Minneapolis,

to treat NOFI'T.

suffers

Incorporating

CPS provides

and experience

the attention

in the treatment

Incorporating

and necessary.

and families.

Clinic

When

has captured

families

of community

by

expertise.

and
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Cbapter
The literature
of child

neglect

intervention
knowledge

VI:

review

Discussion

broughtforth

and Recommendations

the danger and damage

and NOFIT

and stressed the importance

for the protection

and safety of the child.

this research

has added in understanding

of the long-term

of aggressive
This chapter

and immediate

discusses

what

child protection

how effective

The

legislationhasbeenforthissectionofthepopulationthatsufferfromNOFI'T.
following

sections

literature

include:

relationship

to the research

question

framework, recommendationsforimproving

and theoretical

and the importance

theresearcher's

of future

effects

andthe

child neglect policy,

research.
Discussion

Legislation

regarding

children

has been reactive.

been passed as a result of responsive
giving

attention

to underlying

been a national

budget

the effectiveness

children.

This section

for social

work

literature

and theoretical

Relationship

children
question:

(Gustavsson

discusses

to identified
protection

protection

problems,

practice

the findings

that strives

through

targeted

and historically

in context
question

focuses

Specifically

on what policy
the purpose

measures

and the broader

comprehensive
the majority

of the policy

analysis

as to the

spectrum

preventative

of legislation

of neglect

by preventing

and early intervention

regarding

children

are responsive

in contact

with

children

by law to report

with

The strength
NOFTT,

such as doctors,

to CPS on behalf

role to review

of current

reports,

policy

the

screen, investigate,

occurring
Currently

policy

is that professionals

nurses,

of the suffering

itfrom

measures.

has already

begun.

is to answer

Ideallyitisbesttoprotect

of neglect

CPS's

of its implications

are in place to protect

Theanalysisconfirmsthatsuchpoliciesprovideinterventionsafterthedamage

established

neglected

as well

measures.

required

have not

Question

analysis

NOFTT

services

to workwith

of this analysis
to the research

proactively

In turn, this adversely

AresocialpoliciesprotectingchildrenwithNOFIT?
from

ratherthan

has

framework.

NOFI'T.

children

legislation

issues and social

& Segal, 1994).

and its relationsbup

tq Research

from

Child

of social work

practice

The policy

causes.

priority

impacts

actions

Child

child.

hospital

social

Legislation

provide

treatment

who come
workers,

are

has
services

or
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removal

of child

process

in conjunction

in

more and more children
Today,

Yet, medical
contribute

medical

are screened

intervention

personnel

to child

of the court system.

for children

and NOFI'T.

children

follow-ups.

services

forfamilies

not treated

provide

whose children

Literature

Existing

more effective

thatreceives
deemed
reflective

current

and theory

prevention

of society's

position

knowledge

and accepted

regarding

child neglecthave

forming

healthy

caretaker

interpersonal
NOFTT

skills,

& Karlson,

1991).

hostility,

life.

long-term

to reports

of

or even prohibit
interventions

Children

nor are they a national

a knowledge

and

with

NOFTI'

budget

priority.

base to help understand

measures

are

and

with NOFn'.

for children

damage that neglectinflicts

beyond

Both

the period

of

Nationalpolicycreatesasystem
childmaltreatment

and intervenes

Legislation

on behalf

legislation

when

and state statutes

of maltreated

(such as attachmenttheory

impactedfederal

children.

and ecological

are

An array of
theory)

and state statutes and bring

to light

development.

Positive

to develop

In contrast,
is insensitive
dependency,

The theory

first year of an infant's

that

Framework

to intervene

that grows

when a caregiver

poor social

policies,

stresses the importance

relationships.

factors

and long-term

discourage

and NOFTT.

of alleged

secure relationships.

is an infant

to respond

team approach

neglect

and protective

recommendationsforcurrentpolicy
Attachmenttheory

burden

effective

safety and wellbeing.

theories

and promising

and social-economic

to provide

provides

reports

for a child's

and interventions.

is effective

and policies

Policyhasthepowertointervene.

andinvestigates

necessary

suffer

reveal the long-term

childmaltreatment.

of behavior

procedures

andTheoretical

literature

and research

with NOFIT

a multi-disciplinary

and resources

and served well with

Relationshipto

theory

are best served with

the flexibility

each step in the

Incaseswherechildrenarenotremovedfrom

Stresses such as complex

CPS workers

with

needed services

CPS has a heavy

neglectanddetermineiftheyaresustainable.
the home,

away from

do not treat the patterns

neglect

However,

of the first year of an infant'slife

consequences

tnist,

security,

of a sensitive,

positive

in cases of child

maltreatment

and unresponsive

the infant

impulsivity

teaches the profound

social

responsive
skills

and

such as neglect
develops

and noncompliancy
impact

in

high anxiety,

(Tzeng,

that the caregiver

and

Jackson,

has on the
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Current
maltreatment

has occurred,

well tofocus
caregiver

child protection

measures

To promote

more on preventative

relationships.

NOFTI'

is stmctured

treatment

strengthen

NOFIT

is the ecological

created.

and assumptions

Values

and protecting

norms

children.

intervene

in parental

the caregiver

when the child
Policy

would

infant

infant

do

and

relationship

is unable

feeding

to provide

patterns.

Current

is at high risk and to intervene

does not stress preventative

stressors thatmight

authority

and children's

impact

includes

dynamics

In addition

rights,

in raising

rights

the view.

influence

care to

their

meeting

When

in families.

family

federal

their children.

the child's

Society's

In tum when a community's

effective

interventions

careforneglected

and supports

children

However,

andtheirfamilies.

because

abuse or neglect

role, as viewed

from

of
are to

state statutes

the ecological

that oftenfactorinto

child
child

neglect.

abuse and

role. Understanding of

are isolatedfromformal
are organized

can be provided

is

and state statutes do not

safety is compromised

and poverty

strengths

policy

the

legislation

and social roles in understandmg

manyfamilies

systems.

It takes into account

basic needs of children

legislation

neglect, ecological theory also addresses the community's
explainswhy

the focus of

how social

to basic needs, suspected

of unemployment

to individual,

that widens

beyond

and parents alike are behindfederal

by CPS.

to intervene

context

of the role of children,

styles and beliefs

and investigated

in a larger

theory

In respect to parental

of wellbeing

community

positive

the caregiver

tnust and constant

and values of a society

the rights of children

regarding

theory,

a child

and neglect

Cultural

provide

policy

of

with the infant.

and family

be reported

social

and educate

where

and address ecological

role of society.

values

a situation

by establishing

to remove

skills

Understanding
individual

to increase

when the risk is low or moderate.

a parent's

relationship

of a child after an incident

safety and wellbeing

in the case of NOFI'T,

presents

for the basic needs of the child,

with

on behalf

Astheinfantisdependentuponthecaregiverforthemostbasic

needs to sustain life.

social policy

child

measures

Specifically

iscniciallyimportant.

intervene

and informal
and utilized,

both for preventative

support

positive
and long-term
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Recornrnerldahons
With

extensive

research

and study, much is known

today about

risk of neglect

and abuse.

If such knowledge

is not used to promote

properly

To protect,

support

child wellbeing

used.

generation

rather than short term crisis intervention.

this researcher

is providingfocus

partialsolutions.

discussed,

on the long-term

as well

recommendations

is supported,

benefits

the nation's

future

recommendations

rather than quick

of preventative

that

short-term

and early interventions

as the need for continued

education

NOFTT

as other neglected

as well

it is not

safety

Inthissectiontheneedforlong-

advantages

children,

their

benefits

The following

Theycallforinvestmentinthefuture.

term case follow-up

better

and foster

cmldren that are at

for professionals.

are

Through

these

and abused children,

can be

served and protected.

Long-termFollow-up
It is a common
investigate

a report

in the hospital
effective

of child

recovering

visits from

physically

healthy

admitted

scenario

adequate

and thriving.

With

health

with

of child

nurse.

1998).

NOFTT.

neglect.

physical
While

intervention

Through

CPS opens a case to

Failure

neglect,

weight

components

CPS and hospitalization

long-term

maltreatment
short-term
interventions

follow-ups

or longer

and gives CPS workers
crisis intervention.
withfamilies

It also opens the doorfor

follow-up

by CPS is needed

Cases

of repeated
State of

intervention,

it is not

address issues of repeat child
problems

CPS to provide

repeat investigations.

concernofrepeatedmaltreatmentinthecasesofneglectandNOFTT
long-term

with

Protectingchildren

home monitoring

extensive

causes is a

still Iingers.

of the LegislativeAuditor,
effective

is

is again

are treated

andhigherrates

provide

the child

The child

of NOFTT

time to deal with rootfamily

ratherthan

receives

due to nonorganic

the root of the problem,

repeatinvestigations

and now is

gain at the hospital,

to gain weight

or sexual abuse (Office

NOFI'T,

of CPS, the family

completeinpmtectingthechildfromfurtherandfutureneglect.
through

with

The case is then closed.

The physical

experience

concerns.

has been reported

home.

the issues of child

child neglect

maltreatmentthan
Minnesota,

The child

and now discharged

nutrition,

thatinvolve

neglect.

a public

to the hospital

sign and product

that raises validated

and recommended.

rather than

preventative
Because

of increased

complexities,more
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The

goal of long-term

of high

case loads,

prematurely.

Terminating

been met,

does not determine

caused

is to more

effectively

(Office of the LegislativeAuditor,

repeatedneglect
the pressure

follow-ups

the child

involvement

crises

or problems

goals,

and even additional

Closing

arise.

legislation

closing

families

once the goals

has effectively

changed

a case may leave

In many

children

from

State of Minnesota, 1998).
of paperwork,

with

that afamily

to be at risk.

when

and mountains

protect

cases this would

cases is often
of case plans

a pattern

the family

Because of

without

authority

have

of behaviorthat
needed

call for CPS to clarify

to give CPS agencies

done

support

case plan

to conduct

long-term

follow-ups.
Preventive

and Early

Interventions

As awareness
slowly

built.

of social

The value

the graphic

x-rays

the national

attentionpaid

Legislative

policy

traditionally

of children

of physical

In examining

the social

and social

has shifted
endured

to physical

abuse,

children

been preventative
is much

rises

abuse

regarding

intervention,

issues

more

by children.

Policy

a response

in place

to protect

to crisis.

dangerous

for children

involvement
useless

to make

the long-term

up for the growth

damage

It is expensive
a young
of money
Medicaid,
jobs,

person
could

that child

provide

neglect

of public

weight

detention

Start,

center

for low

birth

weight

of childneglect.

service
and treatment.

and especially

Hospitalization

However,

after

the period

services.

(Camp

of child

12 years

college

to

those

and CPS

the fact intervention

of nutritional

neglect,

is
and

produces.
It cost $43,000

& Camp,

preventative

of educational

(Children's

preventativeservicessavemoneyinthelong-term.

$3.38 in caring

NOFI'T.

gain.

in preventative

for a life-time

of Head

and suffer

that was lost during

not to invest

in a juvenile

3 years

and 4 years

child's

exposes

Residualeffortsareespecially

that are neglected

aid in the NOFI'T

is

to respond

intervention

of neglect,

ofNOFI'T,thereisapattemof"afterthefact"intervention.

now

policy

It has not

or early

crisis

cildren

social

was passed
awareness

policies,

in comparisonto

grows,

Technology

and to the increase

Preventative

cost effective

policies

in our society.

is generally

in nature.

consciousness

Defense

1987).

services
assistance,

Fund,

1988).

a year to hold

That

same amount

including:
4 years
Well

18 years
of

summer

targeted

Onedollarspentforprenatalcaresaves
babies.

One dollar

spent

on comprehensive

prenatal

of

\/
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care saves two dollars
immunization
education

in the first year of medical

saves ten dollars

saves six dollars

in later medical

in later social

Preventative

services

Preventative

and early intervention

broader

preventative

call for a vision

& Segal, 1994).

preventative

societal

policy

care, ratherthanrepetitive
Continued

Education

Mandated
CPS agency's
children

reports

are delegated
families.

Mandated

and agency

Efforts
maltreatment
reporters
knowledge

(Lanner,

fail to report

approach

for early intervention

efforts

on preventative

and

and long-term

recommended.

alike benefitfrom

clearunderstanding

and educated

need to understand

be well

of

mandated

criteria

served and protected.

and their families

mles.

sixteen

reporters

of child
their

This is promoted

that powerfully

While

states surveyed

degree (Karger

Stevenson

standards,

& Behrman,

social

Thus,

without

CPS workers

inexperienced,

otherwise;

assumed

high levels
to be college

only 28 percent

A recommendation

work

courses,

and

of CPS

in such

and competency-

1998).

community

because of their fnistration
Both

and/or

& Stoez, 1997).

a child

the lives of children

are generally

revealed

needs to be made to increase

of what to report.

are vague.

impacts

trained

CPS workers

as that of CPS workers,

can not remove

these policies

staff is not properly

education

as well

A case worker
Often

to educate the professional
reporters

develop

social policy

strongly

well informed

will

decision-making

is to raise general

based training

to further

and to have tnist in the CPS agency to surrender

of children

held a social work

situations

support

Fund, 1992).
into tomorrow.

a cost-effective

that focuses

reporters

reports

can be problematic.

social workers,

Defense

and competent.

In such cases where

workers

With

have nules and procedures.

to crucial

of discretion
trained

and CPS workers

that children

educated

legislative

spent on preschool

a strong record

a larger

agenda for children

reporters

confidence

CPS agencies

One dollar

for Professionals

For the protection

following

Developing

to make accurate

with both parties

offer

provide

spent on childhood

an investment

short-terminterventionis

are better senred.

with

for the future,

wMch

rules and procedures.

maltreatment

costs.

One dollar

costs (Children's

programs

social polices

(Gustavsson

care.

while

comprises

CPS' effectiveness.

with

CPS involvement

errors can be corrected

with

mandated
Many
or

cild

mandated

due to lack of

CPS agencies

educating
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mandated

reports,

understanding
agencies

and opening

lines

of maltreatment

of clear

criteria

and the goals,

canfacilitateforbetterreporting

and CPS agencies.
worktogetherin

This

promotes

substantial

neglect,

child

neglect

families

often

only

handed

out based

of war between
deserving

is still

qualify

are often

has been made

1995).

In larger

have

a much

more

resources

comes

arenas

more

shadowed

for services

after

a child

systems,
that

child

powerful

when

by child

often

has distinct

find

themselves

workers
challenged

to work

challenges

of how

workers

physical

1971),

services

than

children

times

There

being

have

children

against

voting

(Ozawa,

respected

for services

elder

services.

and lobbying

1999).

altemative

And

sadly,

of knowledge

work

are often

practice,

of services

that often

(English,

they

themfrom

they

elders
receive

their

do not completely

social

policy

who

affects

the policies

as one role that social

and resources.

struggle

and decide

Understanding

directly

more

CPS intervention

with
will

limited

Social
resources

be the recipients.

the services

that directly

that they
pertain

not only

to understand

witnessing

the impacts

workers

are

and the
Social
render

to

to the social
Social

a vast array

of systems,

empathizeforthechildrenandclientsthatareservicedbybureaucraticsystems.
a wealth

are

equally

Since

powers,

is to remove

at all and if they

social

resources

of how

a responsibility

services

becomes

worker'spracticeisimportantjustasbeingknowledgeableinclinicalskills.
workers

and their

is a sense of a tug

one group

than both

abused

pitted

their

the only

in is distribution

to stretch

Children

Often

In turn

abuse and

of the families.

in environments

and clients.

are often

through

safety

cild

abuse.

are limited.

rather

or sexually

implicationsfor

need to be aware

participants

to

IntheCPSagenciesneglected

are not provided

meet the needs and challenges
This

and CPS workers

has suffered.

resources

& Cloward,

voice,

and services

Services

mandatedreporters

recognizing

are in need of services.

against

late, and for children's

homes.

of CPS

and Policy

towards

over

(Piven

pitted

between

WorkPractice

fortheiruniqueneeds,vulnerabilitiesandstruggles.
cildren

and abilities

professionals

frequently

on priority

another

community

Social

progress

populations

over

objectives

clear

children.

Implicationsfor
While

Providing

and understanding

in turn

protecting

communication.

that social

but also
Theyhave

policies

have on the
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clients

they are designed

important

position

their change.
that impacts

to serve.

workers

theirclient

Such involvement

should

officials

in different

current

system thatwill

levels

and power

workers

with

are trained

the dynamics

arena to influence

policy

skills,

determination
protect

parents

weakest
family

point

behavior,

measures

right

a child

limits

on child
Further
properly

legislation.

withfederal

Research

With

interactions
into the political

from

not placing

were placed

at risk in attempts

has provided

of childmaltreatmentinthe

on

and the process
damaged

since this paper
Act,

CPS has the

manner

with

to preserve

of this new legislation

permanency

an

strong

faced increased

these mlings,

and to determine

provide

neglect

as children

supported

in danger,

to

and

the emphasis

danger in a more timely

the effectiveness

as it is designed

during

of the Safe and Adoption

a child

are not sufficient

of a child from

legislation

and concern,

the passing

is at risk, CPS has the

The mostfnistrating

childrenwas

CPS and federal

criticism

legislationto

removal

to a child.

was slowed

children

in the area of child

consequences

Social

techniques,

or a child

The swift

removing

is needed to explore
children,

children

and protection.

In such cases, services

many children

of strong

cases to remove

protects

NeglectedNOFTI'

directpractice

intervention

of damage

Because

together,

As a result

research

contacting

changes in the

and person-to-person

the home.

regarding

safety and wellbeing,

able to comply

regarding

from

the amount

have since changed.

in certain

and/or

Research

with

them into safer environments

and suffering.
began,

are not compliant

to keep families

to remove

legislation

to contribute.

forpositive

interviewing

that are easily transferablefrom

of legislation

preservation

advocate

for theirwell-being

and create a safe environment.

unsafe environment

agencies

for

makers.

to remove

the child

state, and federal

lobbying

for example

Further
When

local,

and

and then to advocate

serve children.

to self advocate

of human

& Segal, 1994)

nonprofit

protectand

excellent

are in a unique

have the most expertise

of governmentto

continueto

do not have a voice

with

in whichthey
private

workers

and ill-effective

be involved

population,

can be through

elected

(Gustavsson

of this social

to see areas that are neglected

Social

understanding

Because

if CPS agencies

a focus

the family.

and to see if it
are effectively

planning.

considerable

knowledge

areas of socioeconomic,

behavioral

and
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cognitive

functioning

research

from

infancy

is needed to directly

serve policy

childrenthatsufferfromneglect.
making.

Developing

making
could

andits
benefit

into adolescence

could be a powerful

measures

on neglected

neglected

with

& Wilcox,

the purpose

1995).

to protect

More

and treat

Thisresearchencouragesproactivepreventativepolicy

and studying

impact

making

(Thompson

children

tool forthe

children

of the effectiveness
could reveal

and improve
making

of current

significantinformationthatin

CPS interventions.

reform

CPS decision

of such greatly

Research
needed

turn

in this manner

social policy.

Conclusion
Social
to understand

policy

structures

is an importantframework

social problems

over the past twenty
recognition

analysis

and how society

years on behalf

to receive
establishedto

services
receive

views

of maltreated

them.

and safety. Today,

reports

rather

future

and need a representative

than the interests

of child

strengthsandlimitations,butaswith
devices

[they]

(Chambers,
positively
policies

are unguided

1993,
impact

there are social

maltreatment,

and limited

Thesechildrenareour

voice that represents

of those in a position

practitioner

they now have enough

resourcestoprotectandtreatchildrenthatsuffermaltreatment.
nation's

the social work

Great strides have been made

children,

for their protection
and monitor

aiding

of power.

Child

and advocatesfortheirneeds
neglect

policy

has both

"socialpoliciesandprograrnslefttotheirown
missiles,

p. 5). Social
social policy

work

guaranteed
practitioners

to bring

to better serve and benefit

neglected

children.

to harm the unwitting
have the power
concems

fonvard

and unwary"

and the responsibility
and improve
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to
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